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Abstract. Time-Lock Puzzles (TLPs) are cryptographic protocols that enable a
client to lock a message in such a way that a server can only unlock it after a
specific time period. However, existing TLPs have certain limitations: (i) they
assume that both the client and server always possess sufficient computational re-
sources and (ii) they solely focus on the lower time bound for finding a solution,
disregarding the upper bound that guarantees a regular server can find a solu-
tion within a certain time frame. Additionally, existing TLPs designed to handle
multiple puzzles either (a) entail high verification costs or (b) lack generality, re-
quiring identical time intervals between consecutive solutions. To address these
limitations, this paper introduces, for the first time, the concept of a “Delegated
Time-Lock Puzzle” and presents a protocol called “Efficient Delegated Time-
Lock Puzzle” (ED-TLP) that realises this concept. ED-TLP allows the client and
server to delegate their resource-demanding tasks to third-party helpers. It facil-
itates real-time verification of solution correctness and efficiently handles multi-
ple puzzles with varying time intervals. ED-TLP ensures the delivery of solutions
within predefined time limits by incorporating both an upper bound and a fair
payment algorithm. We have implemented ED-TLP and conducted a comprehen-
sive analysis of its overheads, demonstrating the efficiency of the construction.

1 Introduction

Time-Lock Puzzles (TLPs) are elegant cryptographic primitives that enable the trans-
mission of information to the future. They allow a party to lock a message in such a
way that no one else can unlock it until a certain amount of time has elapsed. 1 TLPs
have various applications, including timely payments in cryptocurrencies [29], e-voting
[9], fair contract signing [7], timed secret sharing [20], and sealed-bid auctions [27].
Researchers have proposed a variety of time-lock puzzles over the last two decades.

1.1 Critical Limitations of Existing Solutions

Existing TLPs have certain assumptions and limitations. Firstly, these schemes assume
that both the client and server possess sufficient computational resources to handle the
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1 There are time-lock puzzles that use the help of a third party to support the time-release of a

secret. This protocols category is not the focus of this paper.
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resource-demanding tasks themselves during different phases.2 Nevertheless, this as-
sumption needs to be relaxed when the client and/or server are thin clients (e.g., the
Internet of Things devices) with limited computational power.

Secondly, existing schemes primarily concentrate on the lower bound, representing
the earliest possible time for the most powerful server to find a solution. However, they
have not considered or defined the upper bound, which indicates the guaranteed time
for a regular server to find a solution.

Thirdly, the existing time-lock puzzle schemes that efficiently handle the multi-
puzzle setting3 face specific limitations. Either (a) they impose a high verification cost
on the party responsible for checking the correctness of solutions, or (b) they only
work efficiently when the time interval between the discovery of every two consecutive
solutions is identical.

1.2 Our Contributions

In this paper, we address the aforementioned limitations by introducing the concept of
the “Delegated Time-Lock Puzzle” (D-TLP) and presenting the “Efficient Delegated
Time-Lock Puzzle” (ED-TLP), a protocol that realizes this concept. ED-TLP enables
end-to-end delegation, allowing both the client and server to independently delegate
their resource-demanding tasks to third-party helpers while ensuring the privacy of the
plaintext solutions from these helpers. It efficiently supports real-time verification of
solution correctness by relying solely on symmetric-key primitives. Furthermore, ED-
TLP accommodates varied time intervals and efficiently handles the multi-puzzle set-
ting, wherein a server receives a large set of puzzles and must find different solutions at
different points in time.

Additionally, ED-TLP offers accurate-time solution delivery, ensuring that a ratio-
nal solver always delivers a solution before a predefined time. To capture this feature,
we rely on two techniques. First, we equip ED-TLP with an upper bound that explicitly
specifies the time when a solver will find a solution. To determine this upper bound, we
introduce a new predicate called “Customised Extra Delay Generating” which may be
of independent interest and can find applications in other delay-based primitives, such
as Verifiable Delay Functions (VDFs) [5,31,12]. Second, we incorporate fair payment
into ED-TLP; fair payment is an algorithm that pays a solver only if it provides a valid
solution before a predefined time.

We define and develop ED-TLP in a modular fashion. Firstly, we propose the con-
cept of a “Generic Multi-instance Time-Lock Puzzle” (GM-TLP) and devise an efficient
protocol called “Generic Chained Time-Lock Puzzle” (GC-TLP) that realizes GM-TLP.
Subsequently, we enhance GM-TLP to the notion of D-TLP and build ED-TLP based
on GC-TLP. Our protocols utilise a standard time-lock puzzle scheme in a black-box
manner. ED-TLP is the first time-lock puzzle that simultaneously offers all of the afore-
mentioned features. We will also show that the ideas behind D-TLP can be utilised to
transform VDF to delegated VDF.

2 There is a scheme that aims to facilitate delegation, but (as we will briefly discuss in Section
2) it suffers from a security issue.

3 In the multi-puzzle setting, a server is given a (large) set of puzzles at once and needs to find
different solutions at different points in time
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We have also implemented ED-TLP and GC-TLP and conducted a thorough evalu-
ation of their concrete overheads. The results of our evaluation demonstrate the remark-
able efficiency of these protocols. For instance, when considering a total number of 100
puzzles, the outcomes are as follows:

– ED-TLP’s client-side run-time is:
• 74 times faster than client-side run-time in the state-of-the-art multi-puzzle

TLP in [1].
• 1165 times faster than client-side run-time of the original TLP of Rivest et al.

[27] which serves as the foundation for numerous TLPs and VDFs.
– ED-TLP’s server-side run-time is:
• 102 times faster than the server-side run-time in [1].
• 5055 times faster than the server-side run-time in [27].

The implementation source code is publicly available.

2 Related Work

In this section, we present a summary of related work. For a comprehensive survey, we
refer readers to a recent survey in [23]. Timothy C. May [22] was the first who proposed
the idea of sending information into the future, i.e., time-lock puzzle/encryption. A
time-lock puzzle lets a party/client encrypt a message such that it cannot be decrypted
until a certain time elapses. A basic property of a time-lock scheme is that generating a
puzzle takes less time than solving it. Since the scheme that May proposed uses a trusted
agent which releases a secret on time for a puzzle to be solved and relying on a trusted
agent can be a strong assumption, Rivest et al. [27] proposed an RSA-based puzzle
scheme. This scheme does not require a trusted agent, relies on sequential (modular)
squaring, and is secure against a receiver who may have access to many computation
resources that run in parallel.

Since the introduction of the RSA-based time-lock puzzle, various variants of it
have been proposed. For instance, researchers such as Boneh et al. [7] and Garay et al.
[15] have proposed time-lock puzzles schemes which consider the setting where a client
can be malicious and needs to prove (in zero-knowledge) to a solver that the correct
solution will be recovered after a certain time. Also, Baum et al. [3] have developed a
composable time-lock puzzle scheme that can be defined and proven in the universal
composability framework.

2.1 Homomorphic Time-lock Puzzles.

Malavolta et al. [21] and Brakerski et al. [8] proposed the notion of homomorphic
time-lock puzzles, which allow an arbitrary function to run over puzzles before they are
solved. They are based on the RSA-based puzzle and fully homomorphic encryption
which imposes high overheads. To improve the above homomorphic time-lock puz-
zle schemes, Srinivasan et al. [28] proposed a scheme that supports the unbounded
batching of puzzles. The construction is based on indistinguishability obfuscation and
puncturable pseudorandom function.
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2.2 Multi-instance Time Lock Puzzle.

Researchers also have considered the setting where a server may receive multiple puz-
zles/instances at once from a client and needs to solve all of them; the time-lock puz-
zles in [10,1,11] deal with such a setting. The schemes in [10,11] use the original RSA
time-lock puzzle in a non-black-box way and are based on an asymmetric-key encryp-
tion scheme, as opposed to a symmetric-key one, used in the original time-lock puzzle.
Also, the one in [10] offers no verification. To address these limitations Abadi et al. [1]
proposed the chained time-lock-puzzle protocol (C-TLP). The scheme uses the RSA-
based scheme in a black-box manner. It also uses efficient (hash-based) verification to
let the solver prove that it found the correct solutions. To date, it remains the most effi-
cient time-lock puzzle for the multi-puzzle setting. Nevertheless, the scheme efficiently
works only for identical-size time intervals, i.e., the size of the time window between
the discovery of every two consecutive solutions must be identical. This shortcoming
limits the scheme’s application and adoption.

2.3 Outsourced Sequential Squaring.

Thyagarajan et al. [30] at CCS 2021 have proposed a blockchain-based scheme that
allows a party to delegate the computation of sequential squaring to a set of competing
solvers. To date, this is the only scheme that considers verifiably outsourcing sequential
squaring. In this scheme, a client posts the number of squaring required and its related
public parameters to a smart contract, say D, and places a certain amount of deposit
in D. The solvers (whose identities are not fixed before the protocol’s execution) are
required to propose a solution before a certain time point, called “tsol” in [30].

Then, each solver locally computes the solution and related proof of correctness. It
sends to D, the solution, proof, and an asking price. The contract allows any users or
solvers to locally check the proof and send their complaints if the proof is invalid. If no
complaints are received, then D pays the solver who asked for the lowest price.

The scheme uses a proof system which requires at least 4 exponentiations to verify
each proof. Since performing a fixed computation on a smart contract, say D, costs
more than performing the same computation locally, the scheme requires users (that
can include the competing solvers) to locally verify each proof and report it to D if the
verification fails. In this case, D verifies the proof itself (that still imposes a high cost).

This scheme suffers from a security issue that allows colluding solvers to send in-
correct results and invalid proofs, but still they are paid without being detected. Also,
this scheme does not offer any solution for multi-puzzle settings and it does not explain
how the value of tsol is set. Furthermore, it treats the original RSA-based time-lock
puzzle in a non-black-box manner, offers no formal definition for delegated time-lock
puzzles (they only present a formal definition for delegated squaring), and supports only
one-side (i.e., solver-side) delegation. We address all of these limitations.

2.4 Verifiable Delay Function (VDF)

A VDF enables a prover to provide a publicly verifiable proof stating that it has per-
formed a pre-determined number of sequential computations [5,31,6,25]. VDFs have
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various applications, such as in decentralised systems to extract reliable public random-
ness from a blockchain. VDF was first formalised by Boneh et al in [5]. They proposed
several VDF constructions based on SNARKs along with either incrementally verifi-
able computation or injective polynomials, or based on time-lock puzzles, where the
SNARKs based approaches require a trusted setup.

Later, Wesolowski [31] and Pietrzak [25] concurrently improved the previous VDFs
from different perspectives and proposed schemes based on sequential squaring. They
also support efficient verification. Most VDFs have been built upon time-lock puzzles.
Nevertheless, the converse is not necessarily the case. Because, VDFs are not suitable
to encapsulate an arbitrary private message and they take a public message as input,
whereas time-lock puzzles have been designed to conceal a private input message.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 Notations and Assumptions

Table 1. Notation Table.

Symbol Description

λ Security parameter

z Number of puzzles

S Server

C Client

T PH Helper of client

T PH′ Helper of server

SC Smart contract

NP Nondeterministic polynomial time

L Language in NP
sk, pk Secret and public keys

N RSA modulus

TLP Time-lock puzzle

GMTLP Generic multi-instance time-lock puzzle

DTLP Delegated time-lock puzzle

∆ Period that a message must remain hidden

S Max. squaring that the strongest solver can do

T = S∆ Number of squaring needed to solve a puzzle

j Puzzle’s index

s or sj Puzzle’s solution

p or pj Puzzle

p [p1, ..., pz ]

gj Public statement

g [g1, ..., gz ]

p̂ p̂ := (p, g)

m,mj Plaintext message

r, rj , dj Random value

G Hash function

Symbol Description

∆̄j Time interval
j∑

i=1
∆̄i Period after which j-th solution is found in D-TLP/GM-TLP

T = S∆̄j Number of squaring needed to solve a puzzle

πj Proof of solution’s correctness

CEDG Customised extra delay generating predicate

ToC Type of computational step

aux, auxID Specification of a certain solver

Υ Network delay

m∗
j Encoded/encrypted message

m∗ [m∗
1 , ...,m

∗
z ]

t0 Time when puzzles are given to solver

coinsj Coins paid to solver for finding j-th solution

coins coins1 + ... + coinsz

coins [coins1, ..., coinsz ]

coins′ Coins a solver wants to receive for finding z puzzles

tj Time when j-th solution is registered in SC
Ψj Extra time needed to find j-th solution

Ψ [Ψ1, ..., Ψz ]

kj Symm-key encryption random key

adrI Party I’s account addresses

µ Negligible function

SKE.keyGen Symm-key encryption’s key gen. algo.

Enc Symm-key encryption’s encryption algo.

Dec Symm-key encryption’s decryption algo.

Com Commitment scheme’s commit algo.

Ver Commitment scheme’s verify algo.

We define a parse function as parse(ω, y) → (a, b), which takes as input a value
ω and a value y of length at least ω-bit. It parses y into two values a and b and returns
(a, b) where the bit length of a is |y| − ω and the bit length of b is ω.
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To ensure generality in the definition of our verification algorithms, we adopt nota-
tions from zero-knowledge proof systems [4,13]. Let R be an efficient binary relation
which consists of pairs of the form (stm,wit), where stm is a statement and wit is a
witness. Let L be the language (in NP) associated with R, i.e., L = {stm| ∃wit s.t.
R(stm,wit) = 1}. A (zero-knowledge) proof for L lets a prover convince a verifier
that stm ∈ L for a common input stm (without revealing wit).

We denote network delay by Υ . As shown in [16,2], after an honestly generated
block is sent to the network, there is a maximum time period after which it will be
observed by honest parties in the blockchain’s unaltered part (a.k.a. state), ensuring a
high probability of consistency. For further discussion on network delay, please refer
to Appendix C. We summarise our notations in Table 1. We assume that parties use a
secure channel when they interact with each other off-chain.

3.2 Symmetric-key Encryption Scheme

A symmetric-key encryption scheme consists of three algorithms (SKE.keyGen, Enc,
Dec), defined as follows. (1) SKE.keyGen(1λ) → k is a probabilistic algorithm that
outputs a symmetric key k. (2) Enc(k,m) → c takes as input k and a message m
in some message space and outputs a ciphertext c. (3) Dec(k, c) → m takes as input
k and a ciphertext c and outputs a message m. We require that the scheme satisfies
indistinguishability against chosen- plaintext attacks (IND-CPA). We refer readers to
Appendix A for further details.

3.3 Time-lock Puzzle Scheme

In this section, we restate the time-lock puzzle’s formal definitions, and the RSA-based
time-lock puzzle protocol [27]. Our focus will be on the RSA-based puzzle, because of
its simplicity and because it is the core of the majority of time-lock puzzle schemes.

Definition 1. A time-lock puzzle scheme consists of the following three algorithms
(SetupTLP, GenPuzzleTLP ,SolveTLP) that are defined below and meets completeness and
efficiency properties. It involves two parties, a client C and a server S.

* Algorithms:
• SetupTLP(1

λ, ∆, S) → (pk, sk). A probabilistic algorithm run by C. It takes as
input a security parameter, 1λ, time parameter ∆ that specifies how long a mes-
sage must remain hidden in seconds, and time parameter S which is the max-
imum number of squaring that a solver with the highest level of computation
resources can perform per second. It outputs pair (pk, sk) that contains public
and private keys.
• GenPuzzleTLP(s, pk, sk) → p. A probabilistic algorithm run by C. It takes as

input a solution s and (pk, sk). It outputs a puzzle p.
• SolveTLP(pk, p) → s. A deterministic algorithm run by S. It takes as input pk

and p. It outputs a solution s.
* Completeness. For any honest C and S, it always holds that SolveTLP(pk, p) = s.
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* Efficiency. the run-time of algorithm SolveTLP(pk, p) is upper-bounded by poly(∆,λ),
where poly(.) is a polynomial.

The security of a time-lock puzzle requires that the puzzle’s solution stay confiden-
tial from all adversaries running in parallel within the time period, ∆. It also requires
that an adversary cannot extract a solution in time δ(∆) < ∆, using ξ(∆) processors
that run in parallel and after a large amount of pre-computation.

Definition 2. A time-lock puzzle is secure if for all λ and ∆, all probabilistic polyno-
mial time (PPT) adversariesA := (A1,A2) whereA1 runs in total time O(poly(∆,λ))
and A2 runs in time δ(∆) < ∆ using at most ξ(∆) parallel processors, there exists a
negligible function µ(.), such that:

Pr

A2(pk, p, state)→ b :

SetupTLP(1
λ, ∆, S)→ (pk, sk)

A1(1
λ, pk,∆)→ (s0, s1, state)

b
$← {0, 1}

GenPuzzleTLP(sb, pk, sk)→ p

 ≤ 1

2
+ µ(λ)

Below, we restate the original RSA-based time-lock puzzle proposed in [27].

1. Setup: SetupTLP(1
λ, ∆, S).

(a) pick at random two large prime numbers, q1 and q2. Then, compute N = q1q2.
Next, compute Euler’s totient function of N as follows, ϕ(N) = (q1−1)(q2−1).

(b) set T = S∆ the total number of squaring needed to decrypt an encrypted mes-
sage m, where S is the maximum number of squaring modulo N per second that
the (strongest) solver can perform, and ∆ is the period, in seconds, for which
the message must remain private.

(c) generate a key for the symmetric-key encryption, i.e., SKE.keyGen(1λ)→ k.
(d) choose a uniformly random value r, i.e., r $← Z∗

N .
(e) set a = 2T mod ϕ(N).
(f) set pk := (N,T, r) as the public key and sk := (q1, q2, a, k) as the secret key.

2. Generate Puzzle: GenPuzzleTLP(m, pk, sk).
(a) encrypt the message under key k using the symmetric-key encryption, as fol-

lows: p1 = Enc(k,m).
(b) encrypt the symmetric-key encryption key k, as follows: p2 = k + ra mod N .
(c) set p := (p1, p2) as puzzle and output the puzzle.

3. Solve Puzzle: SolveTLP(pk, p).
(a) find b, where b = r2T mod N , through repeated squaring of r modulo N .
(b) decrypt the key’s ciphertext, i.e., k = p2 − b mod N .
(c) decrypt the message’s ciphertext, i.e., m = Dec(k, p1). Output the solution, m.

By definition, time-lock puzzles are sequential functions. Their construction (as
shown above) requires that a sequential function, such as modular squaring, is called
iteratively a fixed number of times. The sequential function and iterated sequential func-
tions notions, in the presence of an adversary possessing a polynomial number of pro-
cessors, are formally defined in [5]. We restate the definitions in Appendix B. The se-
curity of the RSA time-lock puzzle is based on the hardness of the factoring problem,
the security of the symmetric key encryption, and sequential squaring assumption. We
restate its formal definition below and refer readers to [1] for the proof.
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Theorem 1. Let N be a strong RSA modulus and ∆ be the period within which the so-
lution stays private. If the sequential squaring holds, factoring N is a hard problem and
the symmetric-key encryption is semantically secure, then the RSA-based TLP scheme
is a secure time-lock puzzle.

3.4 Commitment Scheme

A commitment scheme involves two parties, sender and receiver. It also includes two
phases: commit and open. In the commit phase, the sender commits to a message: x as
Com(x, r) = Comx, that involves a secret value: r $← {0, 1}λ. In the end of the commit
phase, the commitment Comx is sent to the receiver. In the open phase, the sender sends
the opening x := (x, r) to the receiver who verifies its correctness: Ver(Comx, x)

?
= 1

and accepts if the output is 1. A commitment scheme must satisfy two properties: (a)
hiding: it is infeasible for an adversary (i.e., the receiver) to learn any information about
the committed message x, until the commitment Comx is opened, and (b) binding: it
is infeasible for an adversary (i.e., the sender) to open a commitment Comx to dif-
ferent values x′ := (x′, r′) than that was used in the commit phase, i.e., infeasible
to find x′, s.t. Ver(Comx, x) = Ver(Comx, x

′) = 1, where x ̸= x′. There exist effi-
cient non-interactive commitment schemes both in (a) the standard model, e.g., Peder-
sen scheme [24], and (b) the random oracle model using the well-known hash-based
scheme such that committing is: G(x||r) = Comx and Ver(Comx, x) requires checking:
G(x||r) ?

= Comx, where G : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ is a collision-resistant hash function;
i.e., the probability to find x and x′ such that G(x) = G(x′) is negligible in the security
parameter, λ.

3.5 Smart Contract

A smart contract is a computer program. It encodes the terms and conditions of an
agreement between parties and often contains a set of variables and functions. A smart
contract code is stored on a blockchain and is maintained by the miners who maintain
the blockchain. When (a function of) a smart contract is triggered by an external party,
every miner executes the smart contract’s code. The program execution’s correctness
is guaranteed by the security of the underlying blockchain. Ethereum [32] has been
the most predominant cryptocurrency framework that lets users define arbitrary smart
contracts.

4 Generic Multi-instance Time-lock Puzzle

As we previously stated, even though C-TLP in [1] can efficiently deal with multiple
puzzles, it has a serious limitation; namely, it cannot deal with the situation where the
time intervals have different sizes. In this section, we address this limitation, by formally
defining the notion of the Generic Multi-instance Time-Lock Puzzle (GM-TLP) and its
concrete instantiation Generic Chained Time-Lock Puzzle (GC-TLP) which inherits C-
TLP’s interesting features and supports varied size time intervals.
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4.1 GM-TLP Definition

In this section, we provide a formal definition of GM-TLP.

Definition 3 (Generic Multi-instance Time-lock Puzzle). A GM-TLP consists of five
algorithms (SetupGMTLP,GenPuzzleGMTLP,SolveGMTLP,ProveGMTLP,VerifyGMTLP) which are
defined below. It satisfies completeness and efficiency properties. It also involves three
entities: a client C, a server S, and a public verifier V .

* Algorithms:
• SetupGMTLP(1

λ,∆, S, z)→ (pk, sk). A probabilistic algorithm run by C. It takes
as input security parameter: 1λ, a vector of time intervals’ sizes: ∆ = [∆̄1, . . . ,

∆̄z], and S. Let
j∑

i=1

∆̄i be a time period after which j-th solution is found. It

generates a set of public pk and private sk parameters. It outputs (pk, sk).
• GenPuzzleGMTLP(m, pk, sk)→ p̂. A probabilistic algorithm run by C. It takes

as input a message vector: m = [m1, . . . ,mz], and (pk, sk). It outputs p̂ :=
(p, g), where p is a puzzle vector and g is a public statement vector w.r.t. lan-
guage L and m. Each j-th element in vectors p and g corresponds to a solution
sj which itself contains mj (and possibly witness parameters). C publishes g. It
also sends p to S.

• SolveGMTLP(pk,p)→ (s,m). A deterministic algorithm run by S . It takes as in-
put pk and puzzle vector: p. It outputs a solution vector s and a plaintext mes-
sage vector m.

• ProveGMTLP(pk, sj)→ πj . A deterministic algorithm run by S. It takes as input
pk and a solution: sj ∈ s. It outputs a proof πj (asserting mj ∈ L). S sends
mj ∈ sj and πj to V .

• VerifyGMTLP(pk, j,mj, πj, gj)→ {0, 1}. A deterministic algorithm run by V . It
takes as input pk, j, mj , πj , and gj ∈ g. It outputs 0 if it rejects the proof, or 1
if it accepts the proof.

* Completeness. for any honest prover and verifier, it always holds that:
• SolveGMTLP(pk, [p1, . . . , pj]) = ([s1, . . . , sj], [m1, . . . ,mj]), ∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ z.
• VerifyGMTLP(pk, j,mj, πj, gj)→ 1.

* Efficiency. the run-time of algorithm SolveGMTLP(pk, [p1, . . . , pj]) = ([s1, . . . , sj],

[m1, . . . ,mj]) is bounded by: poly(
j∑

i=1

∆̄i, λ), where poly(.) is a fixed polynomial

and 1 ≤ j ≤ z.

To be more precise, in the above, the prover is required to generate a witness/proof
πj for the language L := {stm := (gj,mj)| R(stm, πj) = 1}.

Note that our proposed definition is a generalised version of the definition proposed
in [1] from a couple of perspectives. Specifically, the later definition (1) only considers a
specific case where all time intervals, i.e. ∆̄i, are identical and (2) defines a very specific
verification algorithm (similar to the one in [3]), compatible for the hash-based com-
mitment. Whereas our proposed definition allows the time intervals to be of different
sizes and captures a broad class of verification algorithms/schemes.
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At a high level, our definition (similar to [1]) satisfies two properties: a solution’s
privacy and validity. Solution’s privacy requires j-th solution to remain hidden from

all adversaries that run in parallel in period:
j∑

i=1

∆̄i. On the other hand, the solution’s

validity states that it is infeasible for a PPT adversary to compute an invalid solution,
and pass the verification. We formally define the two properties below.

Definition 4 (Privacy). A GM-TLP is privacy-preserving if for all λ and ∆ = [∆̄1, . . . ,
∆̄z], any number of puzzle: z ≥ 1, any j (where 1 ≤ j ≤ z), any pair of randomised

algorithm A := (A1,A2), where A1 runs in time O(poly(
j∑

i=1

∆̄i, λ)) and A2 runs in

time δ(
j∑

i=1

∆̄i) <
j∑

i=1

∆̄i using at most ξ(Max(∆̄1 , . . . , ∆̄j)) parallel processors, there

exists a negligible function µ(.), such that:

Pr


A2(pk, p̂, state)→ a
s.t.
a := (bi, i)
mbi,i

= mbj,j

:

SetupGMTLP(1
λ,∆, S, z)→ (pk, sk)

A1(1
λ, pk, z)→ (m, state)

∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ z : bj
$← {0, 1}

GenPuzzleGMTLP(m
′, pk, sk)→ p̂

 ≤ 1

2
+ µ(λ)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ z, m = [(m0,1,m1,1), . . . , (m0,z,m1,z)], and m′ = [mb1,1, . . . ,
mbz,z].

The above definition ensures the solutions appear after j-th one, stays hidden from
the adversary with a high probability, as well. Moreover, similar to [1,5,21,17], it cap-
tures that even ifA1 computes on the public parameters for a polynomial time,A2 can-

not find j-th solution in time δ(
j∑

i=1

∆̄i) <
j∑

i=1

∆̄i using at most ξ(Max(∆̄1, . . . , ∆̄j))

parallel processors, with a probability significantly greater than 1
2 . In general, we can

set δ(∆̄) = (1− ϵ)∆̄ for a small ϵ, where 0 < ϵ < 1, as stated in [5].

Definition 5 (Solution-Validity). A GM-TLP preserves a solution validity, if for all λ
and ∆ = [∆̄1, . . . , ∆̄z], any number of puzzles: z ≥ 1, all PPT adversaries A :=

(A1,A2) that run in time O(poly(
z∑

i=1

∆̄i, λ)) there is a negligible function µ(.), such

that:

Pr


A2(pk, s, p̂, state)→ a
s.t.
a := (j, π′,mj)
VerifyGMTLP(pk, j,mj, π

′,mj, gj) = 1
mj /∈ L

:

SetupGMTLP(1
λ,∆, S, z)→ (pk, sk)

A1(1
λ, pk,∆)→ (m, state)

GenPuzzleGMTLP(m, pk, sk)→ p̂
SolveGMTLP(pk,p)→ (s,m)

≤µ(λ)

where m = [m1, . . . ,mz], and gj ∈ g ∈ p̂.

Definition 6 (Security). A GM-TLP is secure if it satisfies solution-privacy and solution-
validity, w.r.t. definitions 4 and 5, respectively.
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4.2 Protocol: Generic Chained Time-lock Puzzle (GC-TLP)

In this section, we present GC-TLP that realises GM-TLP. At a high level, GC-TLP
works as follows.

Let C be the client who has a vector of messages: m = [m1, . . . ,mz] and wants
a server, S, to learn each message mi at time ti ∈ t, where t = [t1, . . . , tz], ∆̄j =
tj − tj−1, ∆ = [∆̄1, . . . , ∆̄z], Tj = S∆̄j and 1 ≤ j ≤ z. In this setting, C is available
only at an earlier time t0, where t0 < t1. In the setup phase, similar to C-TLP, C for each
time interval, ∆̄j , generates a set of parameters. Nevertheless, unlike C-TLP, in the same
phase for each time interval, it also generates a time-dependent parameter aj . Loosely
speaking, the time-dependent parameters, a = [a1, . . . , az], allow the messages to be
encoded such that the above time intervals have different sizes. In GC-TLP (similar to
C-TLP) we use the chaining technique.

In the puzzle generation phase, C first uses the above parameters to encrypt the
message that will be decrypted after the rest, mz. However, it also uses aj when it
encrypts the related message. It integrates the information required for decrypting it into
the ciphertext of message mz−1 that will be decrypted prior to mz. It repeats the above
process (using different values of aj) until it encodes all messages. For S to solve the
puzzles, it starts in the opposite direction where the puzzles were created. In particular,
it first extracts message m1 at time t1. By finding m1, S learns enough information that
is needed to perform the sequential squaring to decrypt the next message, m2. So, S
after fully decrypting m1, begins sequentially squaring to decrypt m2. The server, S,
repeats the above process to find all messages. Below, we present the GC-TLP in detail.

1. Setup. SetupGMTLP(1
λ,∆, S, z)→ (pk, sk)

This phase involves the client, C.
(a) compute N = q1q2, where qi is a large randomly chosen prime number. Next,

compute Euler’s totient function of N , as: ϕ(N) = (q1 − 1)(q2 − 1).
(b) set Tj = S∆̄j as the total number of squaring needed to decrypt an encrypted

message mj after previous mj−1 message is revealed, where S is the maximum
number of squaring modulo N per second that the strongest solver can perform
and 1 ≤ j ≤ z.

(c) compute values aj as follows.

∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ z : aj = 2Tj mod ϕ(N)

This yield vector a = [a1, . . . , az].
(d) choose z fixed size random generators, i.e., rj

$← Z∗
N , and set r = [r2, . . . , rz],

where 1 ≤ j ≤ z and |rj| = ω1. Also, pick z random keys: k = [k1, . . . , kz]
for the symmetric-key encryption. Choose z fixed size sufficiently large random
values: d = [d1, . . . , dz], where |dj| = ω2.

(e) set public key as pk := (aux, N,T , r1, ω1, ω2) and secret key as sk := (q1, q2,
a,k, r,d), where T = [T1, . . . , Tz] and aux contains a cryptographic hash func-
tion’s description and the size of the random values. Output pk and sk.

2. Generate Puzzle. GenPuzzleGMTLP(m, pk, sk)→ p̂
This phase involves C.
Encrypt the messages, starting with j = z, in descending order. ∀j, z ≥ j ≥ 1:
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(a) set pkj := (N,Tj, rj) and skj := (q1, q2, aj, kj). Recall that if j = 1, then rj is
in pk; otherwise (if j > 1), rj is in r.

(b) generate a puzzle:
• if j = z, then call the puzzle generator algorithm (in the RSA-based puzzle

scheme), i.e., call: GenPuzzleTLP(mj||dj, pkj, skj)→ pj := (pj,1, pj,2).
• otherwise, call: GenPuzzleTLP(mj||dj||rj+1, pkj, skj)→ pj := (pj,1, pj,2).

Note, the difference between the above two cases is that, in the second case rj+1

is a part of the message, while in the first case it is not.
(c) commit to each message, i.e., G(mj||dj) = gj and output gj .
(d) output pj := (pj,1, pj,2) as puzzle.
This phase results in vectors of puzzles: p = [p1, . . . , pz] and commitments: g =
[g1, . . . , gz]. Let p̂ := (p, g). All public parameters and puzzles are given to a server
at time t0 < t1, where ∆̄1 = t1 − t0. Also, g is sent to the public.

3. Solve Puzzle. SolveGMTLP(pk,p)→ (s,m)
This phase involves the server, S.
Decrypt the messages, starting with j = 1, in ascending order. ∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ z :

(a) if j = 1, then set rj = r1, where r1 ∈ pk; Otherwise, set rj = u.
(b) set pkj := (N,Tj, rj).
(c) call the puzzle solving algorithm in TLP scheme, i.e., call: SolveTLP(pkj, pj) →

xj , where pj ∈ p.
(d) parse xj . In case j < z, we have xj = mj||dj||rj+1; otherwise, we have xj =

mj||dj . So, xj is parsed as follows.
• if j < z :

i. parse(ω1,mj||dj||rj+1)→ (mj||dj, rj+1).
ii. set u = rj+1.

iii. parse(ω2,mj||dj)→ (mj, dj).
iv. output sj = mj||dj and mj .

• if j = z :
i. parse(ω2,mj||dj)→ (mj, dj).

ii. output sj = xj = mj||dj and mj .
By the end of this phase, a vector of solutions i.e., s = [s1, . . . , sz] and plaintext
messages m = [m1, . . . ,mz] are generated.

4. Prove. ProveGMTLP(pk, sj)→ πj

This phase involves S.
• parse sj into (mj, dj).
• send mj and πj = dj to the verifier.

5. Verify. VerifyGMTLP(pk, j,mj, πj, gj)→ {0, 1}
This phase involves the verifier, e.g., the public or C.
• verify the commitment, i.e., G(mj, πj)

?
= gj .

• if the verification is passed, then accept the solution and output 1; otherwise (if
it is rejected), output 0.

The C-TLP scheme in [1] does not directly support different size time intervals,
i.e., ∆̄j ̸= ∆̄j+1, because, in the setup phase, the protocol makes a black-box call
to algorithm SetupTLP(1

λ, ∆) which takes only a single time parameter, ∆. The same
time parameter is used throughout the C-TLP protocol. If the C-TLP protocol in [1]
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is directly used for the setting where the time intervals are different, then it imposes a
high cost and introduces an additional layer of complexity, for the following reasons. In
the setup, the protocol makes a black-box call to algorithm SetupTLP(1

λ, ∆), where the
algorithm takes only a single time parameter, ∆, and in each call it outputs a distinct
public-private keys. This is sufficient in the C-TLP setting, as all the time intervals have
the same size.

Nevertheless, if there are multiple distinct time parameters (i.e., ∆̄1, . . . , ∆̄z, s.t.
∆̄j ̸= ∆̄j+1), then SetupTLP(.) has to be called as many times as the total number of time
parameters, i.e., z times. This results in z public keys and z secret keys (unlike our GC-
TLP that requires a single pair of keys), which ultimately leads to a high communication
cost, as all the public keys have to be published. Having different public keys introduces
an additional layer of complexity as well. Because each puzzle’s parameters are now
defined over a ring of different size (as N ’s are different now).

5 Security Analysis of GC-TLP

In this section, we present the security proof of GC-TLP. The proof has similarities with
the C-TLP’s security proof in [1]. Nevertheless, it has significant differences. Therefore,
for the sake of completeness, we provide the GC-TLP’s security proof. First, we prove
a solver cannot find the parameters needed to solve j-th puzzle, without solving the
previous puzzle, (j − 1)-th.

Lemma 1. Let N be a large RSA modulus, k be a symmetric-key encryption’s random
key, and λ = log2(N) = log2(k) be the security parameter. In GC-TLP, given puzzle
vector p and public key pk, an adversaryA := (A1,A2), defined in Section 4.1, cannot
find the next group generator: rj , where rj

$← Z∗
N and j ≥ 1, significantly smaller than

Tj = δ(
j−1∑
i=1

∆̄i), except with a negligible probability in the security parameter, µ(λ).

Proof. For the adversary to find rj without performing enough squaring, it has to either
break the security of the symmetric-key scheme, decrypt the related ciphertext si−1 and
extract the random value from it, or guess rj correctly. However, in both cases, the
adversary’s probability of success is negligible σ(λ). Because the next generator, rj , is
encrypted along with the (j − 1)-th puzzle solution, sj−1, and is picked uniformly at
random from Z∗

N . □

Next, we prove GC-TLP preserves a solution’s privacy with regard to Definition 4.

Theorem 2. Let ∆ = [∆̄1, . . . , ∆̄z] be a vector of time parameters and N be a strong
RSA modulus. If the sequential squaring assumption holds, factoring N is a hard prob-
lem, G(.) is a random oracle and the symmetric-key encryption is IND-CPA secure,
then GC-TLP (which encodes z solutions) is a privacy-preserving GM-TLP according
to Definition 4.

Proof. We will show below, for adversary A := (A1,A2), where A1 runs in total time

O(poly(
z∑

i=1

∆̄i, λ)), A2 runs in time δ(
j∑

i=1

∆̄i) <
j∑

i=1

∆̄i using at most ξ(max(∆̄1 , . . . ,

∆̄j)) parallel processors, and 1 ≤ j ≤ z,
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• in the case z = 1: to find s1 earlier than δ(∆̄1), it has to break the original TLP
scheme [27].

• in the case z > 1: to find sj earlier than Tj = δ(
j∑

i=1

∆̄i), it has to either find (at least)

one of the prior solutions earlier than its predefined time, which would require it to
break the TLP scheme again, or to find the related generator, rj , earlier than it is
supposed to; but its success probability is negligible due to Lemma 1.

In particular, in the case z = 1, the security of GC-TLP boils down to the TLP’s
security. Therefore, in this case, GC-TLP scheme is secure as long as TLP is; because,
the two schemes are identical, in this case. Furthermore, when z > 1, the adversary has
to find solution sj earlier than time tj , when the previous solution, sj−1, is extracted.
However, this needs either breaking the original TLP scheme, or finding generator rj

prior to extracting sj−1, where 2 < j ≤ z. We know that the TLP scheme is secure ac-
cording to Theorem 1 and the probability of finding the next generator, rj , prior to time
tj−1 is negligible, according to Lemma 1. Also, for the adversary to find a solution ear-
lier, it may also try to find partial information of the commitment, gj , pre-image (which
contains the solution) before fully solving the puzzle. Nevertheless, this is infeasible for
a PPT adversary, given a random oracle’s, G(.), output. We conclude that GC-TLP is a
privacy-preserving generic multi-instance time-lock puzzle scheme. □

Next, we present the theorem and proof for GC-TLP solution’s validity, w.r.t. Defi-
nition 5.

Theorem 3. Let G(.) be a hash function modeled as a random oracle. Then, GC-TLP
preserves a solution’s validity, according to Definition 5.

Proof. The proof is reduced to the security of the hash-based commitment scheme.
Specifically, given the commitment gj = G(mj, dj) and an opening π := (mj, dj),
for an adversary to break the solution validity, it must come up (m′

j, d
′
j), such that

G(m′
j, d

′
j) = gj , where mj ̸= m′

j , i.e., finds a collision of G(.). However, this is in-
feasible for a PPT adversary, as G(.) is collision-resistant in the random oracle model.
□

Finally, we state and prove the main security theorem of GC-TLP.

Theorem 4. GC-TLP is a secure multi-instance time-lock puzzle, w.r.t. Definition 6.

Proof. As indicated in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3, GC-TLP preserves the privacy
and validity of a solution, respectively. Hence, according to Definition 6, GC-TLP is a
secure generic multi-instance time-lock puzzle scheme. □

6 Delegated Time-lock Puzzle

In this section, we present Delegated TLP (D-TLP), which is an enhanced version of
the GM-TLP notion, that also offers:
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1. client-side delegation: allowing C to delegate setup and puzzle generation phases to
a powerful Third-Party Helper (T PH) (potentially a semi-honest adversary) while
ensuring the privacy of its plaintext messages (i.e., puzzle solutions) is preserved.
Supporting the delegation of setup and puzzle generation phases is an important
feature, especially when these two phases are resource-demanding and a client with
limited resources is not able to meet these phases’ resource requirements.

2. server-side delegation: allowing S to delegate the role of finding solutions to an-
other Third-Party Helper (T PH′) (potentially rational adversary) while ensuring
the privacy (and integrity) of the plaintext solutions.

3. accurate-time solution delivery: ensuring that each puzzle solution will be delivered
before a pre-defined point in time.

To capture the latter property, we equip D-TLP with:

• upper bound: a parameter that explicitly specifies the time when a solver will find a
solution. Such a parameter is not explicit in the definition of existing time-lock puz-
zles4. In these schemes, the only time parameter is the lower bound S (in T = S∆)
which refers to the maximum number of squarings that a solver can perform per
second. Given S, a puzzle creator can set T and the puzzle such that an adversary
cannot find a solution earlier than it is supposed to. To determine the upper bound,
we define a new predicate called “Customised Extra Delay Generating” that out-
puts a time parameter Ψ which determines how long after ∆ the solver will find the
puzzle’s solution. Definition 7 presents further detail.

• fair payment: an algorithm that pays a party (i.e., T PH′) if and only if the party
provides a valid solution before a pre-defined time. Such an algorithm is necessary
to ensure the timely delivery of a solution. Because having only an upper bound
would not guarantee that the solution will be delivered by a rational adversary (e.g.,
T PH′) who has already found the solution.

Definition 7 (Customised Extra Delay Generating Predicate). Let ToC be a specific
type of computational step (or hardness assumption) that a specific scheme relies on, S
be the maximum number of computational steps (of type ToC) that a solver equipped
with the highest level of computer resources can take per second, ∆ be the time period
(in seconds) that a message/solution must remain private, and auxID be auxiliary data
about a specific solver identified with ID, e.g., the computational resources available
to the solver. Then, predicate Customised Extra Delay Generating is defined as

CEDG(ToC, S,∆, auxID)→ ΨID

which takes ToC, S,∆, and auxID as input and returns Ψ ID: the extra time (in seconds)
that the solver (in addition to ∆) must have, to discover the message/solution.

4 The first time-lock proposal, introduced by May, which assumed the existence trusted server
which sends a secret key to the recipient at a certain time, considered the upper bound. How-
ever, the later RSA-based time-lock puzzle of Rivest et al. considered only the lower bound
(which would suffice in the non-delegated setting in which the solver is the same party who is
interested in the solution). Since then, other proposals that relied on the computational power
of the solver (e.g., RSA-based or random oracle) also did not (need to) define the upper bound.
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Predicate CEDG(.) can have applications in other delayed-based primitives beyond
time-lock puzzles. For instance, it can be integrated into a VDF scheme to determine
the exact time when a regular solver can find a valid output of the VDF.

6.1 D-TLP Definition

In this section, we first present the syntax of D-TLP in Definition 8 and then present its
security properties, in Definitions 9, 10, and 11.

Definition 8 (Delegated Time-Lock Puzzle). A D-TLP consists of the following algo-
rithms: (C.SetupDTLP, C.DelegateDTLP, S.DelegateDTLP, TPH.SetupDTLP, GenPuzzleDTLP,
SolveDTLP, ProveDTLP, RegisterDTLP, VerifyDTLP,PayDTLP,RetrieveDTLP) which are defined
below. It satisfies completeness and efficiency properties. It involves a client C, a pair
of third-party helpers (T PH, T PH′), a server S, and a smart contract SC.

* Algorithms:
• C.SetupDTLP(1

λ,∆)→ (cpk, csk). A probabilistic algorithm run by C. It takes
as input 1λ and ∆. It generates a set of public cpk and private csk parameters.
It appends ∆ to cpk and outputs (cpk, csk). C sends ∆ to S and csk to S.

• C.DelegateDTLP(m, cpk, csk)→ (m∗, t0). A probabilistic algorithm run by C. It
takes as input a message vector m = [m1, ...,mz] and (cpk, csk). It encodes
each element of vector m. It outputs a vector of the encoded messages m∗ =
[m∗

1, ...,m
∗
z] and time point t0 when puzzles are provided to solver T PH′. C

publishes t0 and sends m∗ to T PH.
• S.DelegateDTLP(CEDG, T oC, S,∆, aux, adrT PH′ , t0, Υ, coins)→ adrSC. A de-

terministic algorithm run by S. It takes as input CEDG, ToC, S , ∆, aux,
adrT PH′ , t0, Υ , and coins = [coins1, ..., coinsz], where “coinsi” amount of
coins will be paid to T PH′ for solving i-th puzzle. It executes CEDG(ToC, S, ∆̄i,
aux) → Ψi, for every element ∆̄i of ∆. It generates a smart contract SC, de-

ploys SC into the blockchain, and deposits coins =
z∑

j=1

coinsj amount of coins

into SC. It registers t0,Ψ = [Ψ1, ..., Ψz], adrT PH′ , and Υ in SC. Let adrSC be
the address of the deployed SC. It returns adrSC. S publishes adrSC.

• TPH.SetupDTLP(1
λ,∆, S, z)→ (pk, sk). A probabilistic algorithm run by T PH.

It takes as input 1λ, ∆, S, and z. It generates a set of public pk and private sk
parameters. It outputs (pk, sk). T PH send pk to T PH′.

• GenPuzzleDTLP(m
∗, cpk, pk, sk, t0)→ p̂. A probabilistic algorithm run by T PH.

It takes as input m∗ = [m∗
1, ...,m

∗
z], cpk, (pk, sk), and t0. It outputs p̂ := (p, g),

where p is a puzzle vector, g is a public statement vector w.r.t. language L and
m∗. Each j-th element in vectors p and g corresponds to a solution sj that itself
consists of m∗

j (and possibly witness parameters). T PH sends g to SC. It also
sends p to T PH′ at time t0.

• SolveDTLP(Ψ , aux, pk,p, adrSC, coins
′, coins)→ (s, q). A deterministic algo-

rithm run by T PH′. It takes as input Ψ , aux, pk, p, adrSC, the total amount
of coins: coins′ that T PH′ expects to receive, and coins. It checks coins and
Ψ , if it does not agree on these parameters, it sets q = False and outputs (, q).
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Otherwise, it sets q = True, finds the solutions, and it outputs a vector s of so-
lutions and q. When q = False, the rest of the algorithms will not be executed.

• ProveDTLP(pk, sj)→ πj . A deterministic algorithm run by T PH′. It takes as
input pk and sj . It outputs a proof πj (asserting m∗

j ∈ L).
• RegisterDTLP(sj, πj, adrSC)→ tj . A deterministic algorithm run by T PH′. It

takes as input sj , πj , and adrSC. It registers m∗
j and πj in SC, where m∗

j ∈ sj .
It receives registration time tj from SC. It outputs tj .

• VerifyDTLP(pk, j,m
∗
j , πj, gj, Ψj, tj, t0,∆, Υ )→ aj . A deterministic algorithm run

by SC. It takes as input pk, j, m∗
j , πj , gj ∈ g, Ψj , tj , t0, ∆, and Υ . It checks

whether (i) proof πj is valid and (ii) j-th solution was delivered on time. If both
checks pass, it outputs aj = 1; otherwise, it outputs aj = 0.

• PayDTLP(aj, adrT PH′ , coins, j)→ bj . It is a deterministic algorithm run by SC.
It takes as input the result of verification aj , adrT PH′ , coins, and j. If aj = 1,
then it sends coinsj coins (where coinsj ∈ coins) to an account with address
adrT PH′ and sets bj = 1; otherwise (i.e., aj = 0), it sets bj = 0. It outputs bj .

• RetrieveDTLP(pk, csk,m
∗
j )→ mj . A deterministic algorithm run by S. It takes

as input pk, csk, and m∗
j . It retrieves message mj from m∗

j and outputs mj .
* Completeness. for honest C, S, SC, T PH, and T PH′, it always holds that:
• SolveDTLP(Ψ , aux, pk, [p1, ..., pj], adrSC, coins

′, coins) = ([s1, ..., sj], True), for
every j, 1 ≤ j ≤ z.

• VerifyDTLP(pk, j,m
∗
j , πj, gj, Ψj, tj, t0,∆, Υ )→ aj = 1.

• PayDTLP(aj, adrT PH′ , coins, j)→ bj = 1.
• RetrieveDTLP(pk, csk,m

∗
j )→ mj , where mj ∈m.

* Efficiency. the run-time of algorithm SolveDTLP(Ψ , aux, pk, [p1, ..., pj], adrSC,

coins′, coins) = ([s1, ..., sj], T rue) is bounded by: poly(
j∑

i=1

∆̄i, λ), where poly(.)

is a fixed polynomial and 1 ≤ j ≤ z.

D-TLP’s definition, similar to GM-TLP, supports a solution’s privacy and validity,
with a main difference. Now, privacy also requires plaintext solutions [m1, ...,mz] to
remain hidden from T PH and T PH′ (in addition to requiring the solution to remain
hidden from the adversaries that have access to puzzles and parallel processors).

Therefore, in case 1 in Definition 9, we state that given the algorithms’ transcripts,
an adversary (which initially picks a pair of plaintext messages) cannot tell which mes-
sage is used for the puzzle with a probability significantly greater than 1

2 . Moreover,
in case 2 in Definition 9, we formally state that the privacy of an encoded solution m∗

j

requires j-th encoded solution to remain hidden from all adversaries that run in parallel

in period
j∑

i=1

∆̄i.

Definition 9 (Privacy). A D-TLP is privacy-preserving if for all λ and ∆ = [∆̄1, ...,
∆̄z], any number of puzzles: z ≥ 1, any j (where 1 ≤ j ≤ z) the following hold:

1. For any PPT adversary A1, there exists a negligible function µ(.), such that:
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Pr



A1(pk, cpk,m,
m̂∗, state, t0,
CEDG, T oC, aux,
Ψ ,∆, s, p̂,
coins, adrT PH′ ,
adrSC)→ a
s.t.
a := (bi, i)
mbi,i

= mbj,j

:

C.SetupDTLP(1
λ,∆)→ (cpk, csk)

A1(1
λ, cpk, z)→ (m, state)

∀j′, 1 ≤ j′ ≤ z : bj′
$← {0, 1}

C.DelegateDTLP(m̂, cpk, csk)→ (m̂∗, t0)
S.DelegateDTLP(CEDG, T oC, S,∆, aux,
adrT PH′ , t0, Υ, coins)→ adrSC

TPH.SetupDTLP(1
λ,∆, S, z)→ (pk, sk)

GenPuzzleDTLP(m̂∗, cpk, pk, sk, t0)→ p̂
SolveDTLP(Ψ , aux, pk,p,
adrSC, coins

′, coins)→ (s, q)


≤ 1

2
+ µ(λ)

2. For any pair of randomised algorithm A := (A2,A3), where A2 runs in time

O(poly(
j∑

i=1

∆̄i, λ)) andA3 runs in time δ(
j∑

i=1

∆̄i) <
j∑

i=1

∆̄i using at most ξ(Max(∆̄1

, ..., ∆̄j)) parallel processors, there exists a negligible function µ(.), such that:

Pr



A3(pk, cpk, p̂,
state,Ψ ,∆,
adrT PH′ , adrSC,
aux, CEDG,
T oC, t0)→ a
s.t.
a := (bi, i)
m∗

bi,i
= m∗

bj,j

:

C.SetupDTLP(1
λ,∆)→ (cpk, csk)

A2(1
λ, cpk, csk, z)→ (m,m∗, state)

S.DelegateDTLP(CEDG, T oC, S,
∆, aux, adrT PH′ , t0, Υ, coins)→ adrSC

TPH.SetupDTLP(1
λ,∆, S, z)→ (pk, sk)

∀j′, 1 ≤ j′ ≤ z : bj′
$← {0, 1}

GenPuzzleDTLP(m̂
∗, cpk, pk, sk, t0)→ p̂


≤ 1

2
+ µ(λ)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ z, m = [(m0,1,m1,1), ..., (m0,z,m1,z)], m̂ = [mb1,1, ...,mbz,z], m∗ =
[(m∗

0,1,m
∗
1,1), ..., (m

∗
0,z, m

∗
1,z)], and m̂∗ = [m∗

b1,1, ...,m
∗
bz,z].

Intuitively, solution validity requires that a prover cannot persuade a verifier (i) to
accept a solution that is not equal to the encoded solution m∗

j or (ii) to accept a proof
that has been registered after the deadline, except for a probability negligible in the
security parameter.

Definition 10 (Solution-Validity). A D-TLP preserves a solution validity, if for all λ
and ∆ = [∆̄1, . . . , ∆̄z], any number of puzzles: z ≥ 1, all PPT adversaries A :=

(A1,A2) that run in time O(poly(
z∑

i=1

∆̄i, λ)) there is a negligible function µ(.), such

that:
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Pr



A2(pk, cpk, s,
p̂, state, csk,
Ψ ,∆, aux,
coins, adrSC,
adrT PH′ , CEDG,
T oC, t0)→ (a, tj, t

′
j)

s.t.
(con1 ∧ con2 ∧ con3)
∨
(con4 ∧ con5 ∧ con6)

:

C.SetupDTLP(1
λ,∆)→ (cpk, csk)

A1(1
λ, pk,∆, z)→ (m,m∗, state)

S.DelegateDTLP(CEDG, T oC, S,∆,
aux, adrT PH′ , t0, Υ, coins)→ adrSC

TPH.SetupDTLP(1
λ,∆, S, z)→ (pk, sk)

GenPuzzleDTLP(m
∗, cpk, pk, sk, t0)→ p̂

SolveDTLP(Ψ , aux, pk,
p, adrSC, coins

′, coins)→ (s, q)


≤ µ(λ)

where m = [m1, ...,mz], and gj ∈ g ∈ p̂. Each condition coni is defined as follows.

• con1 : generates an invalid proof, i.e., sets a := (j, π′,m∗
j ), s.t., m∗

j /∈ L w.r.t. proof
π′.

• con2 : j-th solution was delivered on time, i.e., tj − t0 ≤
j∑

i=1

(∆̄i + Ψi + Υ ).

• con3 : new proof π′ is accepted, i.e., VerifyDTLP(pk, j,m
∗
j , π

′, gj, Ψj, tj, t0,∆, Υ ) = 1.
i.e., sets a := (j, π′,m∗

j ), s.t., m∗
j /∈ L w.r.t. proof π′.

• con4 : generates a valid proof, i.e., sets a := (j, πj,m
∗
j ), s.t., m∗

j ∈ L w.r.t. proof πj .

• con5 : j-th solution was not delivered on time, i.e., t′j − t0 >
j∑

i=1

(∆̄i + Ψi + Υ ).

• con6 : a valid proof is accepted, even though it was not delivered on time, i.e.,
VerifyDTLP(pk, j,m

∗
j , πj, gj, Ψj, t

′
j, t0,∆, Υ ) = 1.

Informally, fair payment states that if and only if the verifier accepts the proof, then
the verifier pays the prover.

Definition 11 (Fair Payment). A D-TLP scheme supports fair payment, if for every j
(where 1 ≤ j ≤ z) and any PPT adversary A, there exists a negligible function µ(.),
such that:

Pr


aj ̸= bj :

C.SetupDTLP(1
λ,∆)→ (cpk, csk)

A(1λ, cpk, z)→ (m, state)
C.DelegateDTLP(m, cpk, csk)→ (m∗, t0)
S.DelegateDTLP(CEDG, T oC, S,∆, aux,
adrT PH′ , t0, Υ, coins)→ adrSC

TPH.SetupDTLP(1
λ,∆, S, z)→ (pk, sk)

GenPuzzleDTLP(m
∗, cpk, pk, sk, t0)→ p̂

A(cpk,m, state, t0, CEDG, T oC, aux,Ψ ,
∆, coins, adrSC, adrT PH′ , pk,p)→ (sj, tj, πj)
VerifyDTLP(pk, j,m

∗
j , πj, gj, Ψj, tj, t0,∆, Υ )→ aj

PayDTLP(aj, adrT PH′ , coins, j)→ bj


≤ µ(λ)

Definition 12 (Security). A D-TLP is secure if it satisfies solution privacy, solution-
validity, and fair payment, w.r.t. definitions 9, 10, and 11 respectively.
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6.2 Protocol: Efficient Delegated Time-locked Puzzle

In this section, we present Efficient Delegated Time-locked Puzzle (ED-TLP) which is
a concrete instantiation of D-TLP that we defined in Section 6.1.

Satisfying the Primary Features. Before explaining the main construction, we briefly
explain how ED-TLP satisfies the primary properties.

• Varied Size Time Intervals and Efficiently Handling Multiple Puzzles. ED-TLP
treats the algorithms of the GC-TLP in a block-box manner. Therefore, ED-TLP
inherits GC-TLP’s appealing features including the support of varied size time in-
tervals and efficiently dealing with multiple puzzles at once.

• Privacy. To ensure plaintext solutions’ privacy, C encrypts all plaintext solutions
using symmetric-key encryption and asks T PH to treat the ciphertexts as puzzles’
solutions. C sends the secret key of the encryption only to S. This approach protects
the privacy of plaintext messages from both T PH and T PH′.

• Exact-time Recovery of Solutions. To allow S to determine exactly when T PH′

will find a solution, ED-TLP enables S (given the exact computational power of
T PH′) to use predicate CEDG (.) to calculate the extra time that T PH′ requires
to find each j-th solution. Thus, instead of assuming that T PH′ is in the ideal
situation and possesses the highest level of computing resources that would allow it
to perform the maximum number of squarings S per second and find a solution on
time, S considers the available level of resources to T PH′ (possibly much lower
than it would have been in the ideal case) and gives T PH′ extra time to find a
solution.

• Timely Delivery of Solutions and Fair Payment. To ensure the timely delivery of a
solution, S constructs a smart contract and specifies in it exactly when each solu-
tion must be delivered, based on the output of CEDG (.). S also deposits a certain
amount of coins that T PH′ will receive if it provides to the smart contract a valid
(encrypted) solution on time. S requires the smart contract (1) to check whether
j-th (encrypted) solution is valid and delivered on time and (2) to pay T PH′ if the
two checks pass. Thus, this approach gives T PH′ the assurance that it will get paid
if and only if it provides a valid solution on time. The SC-side verification imposes
a low computation cost as it involves the invocation of a hash function a couple of
times per solution.

An Overview of ED-TLP. At a high level, ED-TLP works as follows. At the setup, C
encrypts all the plaintext solutions using symmetric-key encryption under a secret key,
csk. It sends csk to S which determines the extra time that T PH′ needs, to find each
j-th solution, with the help of predicate CEDG (.). Next, S constructs a smart contract
SC and specifies in it the expected delivery time for each solution. It deploys SC to the
blockchain and deposits enough coins for z valid solutions to SC.

Moreover, C sends the ciphertexts to T PH which (i) generates all required secret
and public keys on C’s behalf and (ii) builds puzzles on the ciphertexts (instead of the
plaintext solutions in GC-TLP). It sends all puzzles to T PH′ which checks the deposit
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and the parameters in SC. If T PH′ agrees to proceed, then it solves each puzzle and
generates a proof asserting the correctness of the solution. It sends the solution and
proof to SC which checks whether (i) the solution-proof pair has been delivered on
time and (ii) the solution is valid with the help of the proof. If the two checks pass, then
SC sends a portion of the deposit to T PH′. Given a valid encrypted solution stored in
SC and secret key psk, S locally decrypts the ciphertext to retrieve a plaintext solution.

Detailed Description of ED-TLP. Below, we present ED-TLP in detail.

1. Client-side Setup. C.SetupDTLP(1
λ,∆)→ (cpk, csk)

This phase involves the client, C.
• call SKE.keyGen(1λ) → csk, to generate a secret key, for symmetric-key en-

cryption.
• set cpk = ∆ and sends it do S.

2. Client-side Delegation. C.DelegateDTLP(m, csk)→ (m∗, t0)
This phase involves C.
(a) encrypt each element of vector m consisting of plaintext solutions as follows.
∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ z : Enc(csk,mi)→ m∗

i .
(b) send vector m∗ = [m∗

1, ..,m
∗
z] to T PH and value t0 to T PH and S.

3. Server-side Delegation. S.DelegateDTLP(CEDG, T oC, S,∆, aux, adrT PH′ ,
t0, Υ, coins)→ adrSC

This phase involves S.
(a) determine the extra delay Ψj that T PH′ will have, to find every j-th solution,

where 1 ≤ j ≤ z. To do that, call CEDG(ToC, S, ∆̄j, aux)→ Ψj .
(b) construct a smart contract SC, deploy SC into the blockchain, and deposit coins =

z∑
j=1

coinsj amount of coins into SC, where coinsj ∈ coins. Let adrSC be the

address of the deployed SC.

(c) set the delivery time for j-th solution as Tj = t0 +
j∑

i=1

(∆̄i + Ψi + Υ ) for all j

where 1 ≤ j ≤ z.
(d) register T = [T1, ..., Tz] and adrT PH′ in SC.
(e) send adrSC to T PH′.

4. Helper-side Setup. TPH.SetupDTLP(1
λ,∆, S, z)→ (pk, sk)

This phase involves the third-party helper, T PH.
• call SetupGMTLP(1

λ,∆, S, z)→ (pk, sk), to generate public and private parame-
ters for z puzzles.

5. Helper-side Puzzle Generation. GenPuzzleDTLP(m
∗, pk, sk, t0)→ p̂

This phase involves T PH.
(a) call GenPuzzleGMTLP(m

∗, pk, sk) → p̂, to generate z puzzles and their commit-
ments. Recall, p̂ := (p, g), where p is a vector of puzzles and g is a vector of
commitments.

(b) at time t0, send p to T PH′ and g to SC.
6. Solve Puzzle. SolveDTLP(Ψ , aux, pk,p, adrSC, coins

′, coins)→ (s, q)
This phase involves T PH′.
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(a) check the amount of deposit: coins and elements of vector Ψ in SC. If the
amount of deposit is less than its expectation (i.e., coins < coins′) or elements
of Ψ are not large enough (do not match aux’s parameters), set q = False and
halt.

(b) call SolveGMTLP(pk,p)→ (s,m∗), to solve z puzzles.
7. Prove. ProveDTLP(pk, sj)→ πj

This phase involves T PH′.
• call ProveGMTLP(pk, sj) → πj , to generate a proof, upon discovering a solution
sj ∈ s.

8. Register Puzzle. RegisterDTLP(sj, πj, adrSC)→ tj
This phase involves T PH′.
• send j-th encoded message m∗

j (where m∗
j ∈ sj) and its proof πj to SC, such

that they can be registered in SC by time tj .
9. Verify. VerifyDTLP(pk, j,m

∗
j , πj, gj, Ψj, tj, t0,∆, Υ )→ aj

This phase involves SC.
(a) if this is the first time that it is invoked (when j = 1), set two vectors a =

[a1, ..., az] and b = [b1, ..., bz] whose elements are initially set to empty ϵ.
(b) read from SC’s state and check whether pair (sj, πj) was delivered to SC on

time, by ensuring:

tj ≤ Tj = t0 +

j∑
i=1

(∆̄i + Ψi + Υ )

(c) call VerifyGMTLP(pk, j,m
∗
j , πj, gj) → a′j ∈ {0, 1}, to check a proof’s validity,

where gj ∈ g.
(d) set aj = 1, if both checks in steps 9b and 9c pass; set aj = 0, otherwise.

10. Pay. PayDTLP(aj, adrT PH′ , coins, j)→ bj
This phase involves SC. It can be invoked by C or S.
• if aj = 1, then:

(a) if bj ̸= 1, for j-th puzzle, send coinsj coins to T PH′, where coinsj ∈
coins.

(b) set bj = 1. This ensures one will not be paid multiple times for a solution.
• if aj = 0, then send coinsj coins back to S and set bj = 0.

11. Retrieve. RetrieveDTLP(pk, csk,m
∗
j )→ mj

This phase involves S.
(a) read m∗

j from SC.
(b) locally decrypt m∗

j as: Dec(csk,m∗
j )→ mj .

In the ED-TLP (and definition D-TLP) we assumed T PH′ is a rational adversary, to
only ensure the timely delivery of the solution through our incentivisation mechanism.
However, the privacy of the scheme holds even against a fully malicious T PH′.

Theorem 5. If the symmetric-key encryption meets IND-CPA, GC-TLP is secure (w.r.t.
Definition 6), the blockchain is secure (i.e., it meets persistence and liveness properties
[16], and the underlying signature satisfies “existential unforgeability under chosen
message attacks”) and the smart contract’s correctness holds, then ED-TLP is secure,
w.r.t. Definition 12.
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7 Delegated VDF

In this section, we will briefly discuss how the Verifiable Delay Function (VDF) re-
search line can benefit from the ideas behind D-TLP. At a high level, VDF involves
three algorithms (i) Setup(.) that returns system parameters, (ii) Eval(.) that returns a
value y and proof that the value has been constructed correctly, and (iii) Verify(.) that
returns 1 if the proof is valid and returns 0 otherwise.

By definition, the execution of Eval(.) demands considerable computation resources
for a predefined period of time (that can be long). Therefore, a thin client with limited
resources may not be able to satisfy the resource requirements demanded by Eval(.).
In this case, following the ideas behind D-TLP, the client can delegate the execution of
Eval(.) to a third-party helper. The helper produces the result y and proves to the smart
contract that it has computed y correctly. Subsequently, the contract pays the helper if
the helper provides valid proof on time.

Although the original schemes presented by Wesolowski [31] and Pietrzak [25]
required interactions between the verifier and the prover, they demonstrated that the
verification could be made non-interactive based on Fiat-Shamir heuristic [14]. Con-
sequently, in these schemes, a smart contract can act as the verifier, aligning with the
concept of delegation.

8 Security Analysis of ED-TLP

In this section, we prove the security of ED-TLP, i.e., Theorem 5.

Proof. We first focus on the solutions’ privacy, w.r.t. Definition 9.

Claim 1 If the symmetric-key encryption satisfies IND-CPA, then ED-TLP preserves
solutions’ privacy from T PH and T PH′, w.r.t. Case 1 in Definition 9.

Proof. The messages that T PH receives include a vector m∗ of ciphertexts (i.e., en-
crypted plaintext solutions), and public parameters in set A = {cpk, CEDG, T oC, S,∆,
aux, coins, t0, adrT PH′ , adrSC}. Other parameters that are given to A1 in the exper-
iment (i.e., parameters in set B = {pk, s, p̂}) are generated by T PH itself and may
seem redundant. However, we have given these parameters to A1 to cover the case
where T PH′ is corrupt as well, which we will discuss shortly.

Since the public parameters were generated independently of the plaintext solutions
m1, . . . ,mz, they do not reveal anything about each mi. Also, due to the semantic
security of the used symmetric-key encryption (i.e., meets IND-CPA), the vector m∗ of
ciphertext reveals no information about each mi. Specifically, in the experiment (i.e.,
Case 1 in Definition 9), the probability thatA1 can tell whether a ciphertext m∗

bi,i
∈m∗

is an encryption of message m0,i or m1,i, both of which were initially chosen by A1, is
at most 1

2 + µ(λ).
Now, we turn our attention to the case where T PH′ is corrupt. The messages that

T PH′ receives include a vector m∗ of ciphertexts and parameters in set A+B. As long
as the symmetric-key encryption meets IND-CPA, the vector m∗ of ciphertext reveals
no information about each mi. Hence, when T PH′ is corrupt, the probability that A1
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(in Case 1 in Definition 9) can tell whether a ciphertext m∗
bi,i
∈m∗ is the encryption of

message m0,i or m1,i, both of which were initially chosen by A1, is at most 1
2 + µ(λ).

Furthermore, as we discussed above, the public parameters in A were generated
independently of the plaintext solutions m1, . . . ,mz, they do not reveal anything about
each mi. The same holds for the public parameter pk ∈ B. Moreover, parameters s and
p̂ in B have been generated by executing algorithms GenPuzzleDTLP and SolveDTLP on
the ciphertexts in vector m∗. Thus, s and p̂ will not reveal anything about the plaintext
messages, as long as the symmetric-key encryption satisfies IND-CPA. ■

Claim 2 If GC-TLP protocol is privacy-preserving (w.r.t. Definition 4), then ED-TLP
preserves solutions’ privacy from S and T PH′, w.r.t. Case 2 in Definition 9.

Proof. Before solving the puzzles, the messages that T PH′ or S receives include the
elements of sets A = {pk, p̂} and B = {Ψ , CEDG, t0, coins, adrT PH′ , adrSC, T oC,
aux}. The elements of set A are identical to what S receives in GC-TLP. Moreover,
the elements of set B are independent of the plaintext solutions and the puzzles’ secret
and public parameters. Therefore, the knowledge of B does not help S or T PH′ learn
the plaintext solutions before solving the puzzles. More formally, given A + B, in the
experiment (Case 2 in Definition 9), the probability that A3 can tell whether a puzzle
pbi,i

(where pbi,i
∈ p ∈ p̂) has been created for plaintext message m0,i or m1,i is at

most 1
2 + µ(λ), due to the privacy property of GC-TLP, i.e., Theorem 2. ■

Now, we move on to the solution’s validity, w.r.t. Definition 10.

Claim 3 If GC-TLP satisfies solution-validity (w.r.t. Definition 5), the blockchain is se-
cure (i.e., it meets persistence and liveness properties [16], and the signature satisfies
existential unforgeability under chosen message attacks) and the smart contract’s cor-
rectness holds, then ED-TLP preserves a solution validity, w.r.t. Definition 10.

First, we focus on event I = (con1 ∧ con2 ∧ con3). It considers the case where a
prover submits proof on time and passes the verification even though the proof contains
an opening for a different message than the one already committed to. Compared to
GC-TLP, the extra information that a prover (in this case T PH′) learns in ED-TLP
includes parameters in set A + B. Nevertheless, these parameters are independent of
the plaintext messages and those parameters that are used for the commitment. There-
fore, the solution’s validity is reduced to the solution validity of GC-TLP; i.e., to the
security of the hash-based commitment scheme. Specifically, given the commitment
gj = G(mj, dj) and an opening π := (mj, dj), for an adversary to break the solution
validity, it must generate (m′

j, d
′
j), such that G(m′

j, d
′
j) = gj , where mj ̸= m′

j . How-
ever, this is infeasible for a PPT adversary, as G(.) is collision-resistant, in the random
oracle model. Thus, in the experiment in Definition 10, event I occurs with a probability
at most µ(λ).

Now, we turn our attention to event II = (con4 ∧ con5 ∧ con6) which captures
the case where the adversary has generated a valid proof and passed the verification
despite it registered the proof late. Due to the persistency property of the blockchain,
once a transaction goes more than v blocks deep into the blockchain of one honest
player (where v is a security parameter), it will be included in every honest player’s
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blockchain with overwhelming probability, and it will be assigned a permanent posi-
tion in the blockchain (so it will not be modified with an overwhelming probability).
Also, due to the liveness property, all transactions originating from honest parties will
eventually end up at a depth of more than v blocks in an honest player’s blockchain;
therefore, the adversary cannot perform a selective denial of service attack against hon-
est account holders. Thus, with a high probability when a (well-formed transaction
containing) proof is sent late to the smart contract, the smart contract declares late; ac-
cordingly, VerifyDTLP(.) outputs 0 except for a negligible probability, µ(λ). Thus, in the
experiment in Definition 10, event II occurs with a probability at most µ(λ). ■

Now, we focus on fair payment, w.r.t. Definition 11.

Claim 4 If the blockchain is secure (i.e., it meets persistence and liveness properties
[16]), then ED-TLP offers fair payment, w.r.t. Definition 11.

The proof boils down to the security of the blockchain (and smart contracts). Specifi-
cally, due to the persistence and liveness properties, (i) the state of a smart contract can-
not be tampered with and (ii) each function implemented in a smart contract correctly
computes a result, except for a negligible probability µ(λ). Thus, in the experiment in
Definition 11, when VerifyDTLP(pk, j, πj, gj, Ψj, tj, t0,∆, Υ ) → aj ∈ {0, 1}, then (1)
the intact aj is passed on to PayDTLP(aj, adrT PH′ , coins, j) as input (because the smart
contract generates and maintains aj and passes it to VerifyDTLP) and (2) bj = aj , except
for the probability of µ(λ). ■

Hence, ED-TLP is secure, w.r.t. Definition 12, given that ED-TLP satisfies the solu-
tions’ privacy (w.r.t. Definition 9), the solutions’ validity (w.r.t. Definition 10), and fair
payment (w.r.t. Definition 11). □

9 Evaluation

In this section, we analyse the overheads of GC-TLP and ED-TLP. We also compare
their costs with the original RSA-based TLP of Rivest et al. [27] and the C-TLP of
Abadi and Kiayias [1]. Table 2 summarises the costs comparison between the four
schemes. In our cost evaluation, for the sake of simplicity, we do not include the output
of CEDG(.), as the output is a fixed value and remains the same for all the schemes we
analyse in this section. Table 3 compares the features of the four schemes.

9.1 Features

Verification. TLP in [27] does not support verification, whereas the C-TLP, our GC-
TLP, and ED-TLP efficiently support that, in the sense that they allow a third party to
check whether a solver has honestly solved every puzzle.

Delegation. TLP, C-TLP, and GC-TLP do not support secure delegations, where the
client and the server could delegate their resource-demanding tasks to third-party helpers
who can potentially be passive (or even rational) adversaries. Nevertheless, our ED-TLP
can efficiently do so while ensuring that the third-party helpers will learn no informa-
tion about the plaintext solutions while inheriting the appealing features of C-TLP and
GC-TLP. Our ED-TLP also offers timely delivery of solutions and fair payments.
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Table 2. Asymptotic costs comparison. z is the total number of puzzles. ∆ and ∆i are time
intervals in C-TLP and TLP respectively. ∆̄i is a time interval GC-TLP and ED-TLP. ∆̄i < ∆i

when i > 1.

Algorithms Complexity Total Complexity

Setup Delegate GenPuzzle SolveScheme Operation

C T PH C S C T PH S T PH′ Verify Retrieve Comp. Comm.

Exp. − O(z) − − − O(z) − O(S
z∑

i=1
∆̄i) − −

Add./Mul. − − − O(z) − O(z) − O(z) − −
Hash − − − − − O(z) − − O(z) −

O
ur

E
D

-T
L

P

Sym. Enc − − O(z) − O(z) O(z) − O(z) − O(z)

O(S
z∑

i=1
∆̄i) O(z)

Exp. O(z) O(z) O(S
z∑

i=1
∆̄i) −

Add./Mul. − O(z) O(z) −
Hash − O(z) − O(z)

O
ur

G
C

-T
L

P

Sym. Enc − O(z) O(z) −

O(S
z∑

i=1
∆̄i) O(z)

Exp. 1 O(z) O(zS∆) −
Add./Mul. − O(z) O(z) −

Hash − O(z) − O(z)

C
-T

L
P

in
[1

]

Sym. Enc − O(z) O(z) −

O(zS∆) O(z)

Exp. O(z) O(z) O(S
z∑

i=1
∆i)

Add./Mul. − O(z) O(z)

Hash − − −

T
L

P
in

[2
7]

Sym. Enc − O(z) O(z)

O(S
z∑

i=1
∆i) O(z)

Table 3. Comparison of the features offered by different schemes.
Features

Schemes
Multi-Puzzle Varied-size Intervals Verification Delegation Exact-time Solution Recovery Fair Payment

Our ED-TLP ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Our GC-TLP ✓ ✓ ✓ × × ×
C-TLP in [1] ✓ × ✓ × × ×
TLP in [27] × ✓ × × × ×

Multi-Puzzle and Varied-size Time Intervals. The original TLP in [27] was not de-
signed to efficiently support multiple puzzles, if it is used in the multi-puzzle setting,
then it would demand a high level of computation and processors. However, C-LTP in
[1] and our GC-TLP and ED-TLP can efficiently handle multi-puzzle.

In the case where TLP in [27] is used naively in the multi-puzzle setting, then it
could support varied-size time intervals between the appearance of two consecutive
messages, as each puzzle is generated independently of other puzzles. Nevertheless, this
is not the case for C-TLP in [1], as it assumes that the time intervals have an identical
size. Nevertheless, our GC-TLP and ED-TLP can support varied-size time intervals.
Figure 1 illustrates differences between these four schemes in terms of supporting multi-
puzzle and varied-size time intervals.
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<latexit sha1_base64="LXJfkoasXuesq232slreTQBQKuo=">AAACEHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjrerSzWBbcFWSgpdlURcuK9gLtqFMpift0MkkzEwKJfQlxK0+hztx6xv4GL6B0zYLbf1h4OP/z2E4vx9zprTjfFm5tfWNza38tr2zu7d/UDg8aqookRQaNOKRbPtEAWcCGpppDu1YAgl9Di1/dDPLW2OQikXiQU9i8EIyECxglGhjPZa6t8A16VVLvULRqThz4VVwMyiiTPVe4bvbj2gSgtCUE6U6rhNrLyVSM8phapeX4kiyMVAv5VxQNbW7iYKY0BEZQMegICEoL50fNMVl4/RxEEnzhMZz9/dGSkKlJqFvJkOih2o5m5n/ZZ1EB1deykScaBB08VGQcKwjPGsH95kEqvnEAKGSmVMwHRJJqDYd2qYjd7mRVWhWK+5F5fy+WqxdZ23l0Qk6RWfIRZeohu5QHTUQRQI9oxf0aj1Zb9a79bEYzVnZzjH6I+vzBwLnnRM=</latexit>

�2

<latexit sha1_base64="BN3chPuLGRPAJ5FcjfHzuHZbr1M=">AAACEHicbZDNTgIxFIU7+IfjH+rSzUQgcUVmMP4sibpwiYmAESakU+5AQ6edtB0SMuEljFt9DnfGrW/gY/gGFpiFgidp8uWce9PcE8SMKu26X1ZuZXVtfSO/aW9t7+zuFfYPmkokkkCDCCbkQ4AVMMqhoalm8BBLwFHAoBUMr6d5awRSUcHv9TgGP8J9TkNKsDbWY6lzA0zj7mmpWyi6FXcmZxm8DIooU71b+O70BEki4JowrFTbc2Ptp1hqShhM7PJCLCQdAfFTxjhRE7uTKIgxGeI+tA1yHIHy09lBE6dsnJ4TCmke187M/b2R4kipcRSYyQjrgVrMpuZ/WTvR4aWfUh4nGjiZfxQmzNHCmbbj9KgEotnYACaSmlMcMsASE206tE1H3mIjy9CsVrzzytldtVi7ytrKoyN0jE6Qhy5QDd2iOmoggjh6Ri/o1Xqy3qx362M+mrOynUP0R9bnDwSLnRQ=</latexit>

�3

<latexit sha1_base64="cgk/ewnYI2LFp37gXtnFmIT/GKQ=">AAACJXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu8VV2KEGwLrkpS8LIRirpwWbE3aEOYTE/boZNJmJkUaujKhxG3+hzuRHDlM/gGTtsstPWHgY//P4fh/H7EqFS2/WksLa+srq1nNszNre2d3ezefl2GsSBQIyELRdPHEhjlUFNUMWhGAnDgM2j4g+tJ3hiCkDTkVTWKwA1wj9MuJVhpy8semWa+6jmX9+0bYAp7Tt4s5FN+yHvZnF20p7IWwUkhh1JVvOx3uxOSOACuCMNSthw7Um6ChaKEwdgszMWhoEMgbsIYJ3JstmMJESYD3IOWRo4DkG4yvXJsFbTTsbqh0I8ra+r+3khwIOUo8PVkgFVfzmcT87+sFavuhZtQHsUKOJl91I2ZpUJrUpnVoQKIYiMNmAiqT7FIHwtMlC7W1B05840sQr1UdM6Kp3elXPkqbSuDDtExOkEOOkdldIsqqIYIekTP6AW9Gk/Gm/FufMxGl4x05wD9kfH1A/tmox8=</latexit>

T1 = S�1

<latexit sha1_base64="LU4NJMbTlH8PnZpUbCo4NGT2U9I=">AAACJXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu8VV2KEGwLrkpS8LIRirpwWbE3aEOYTE/boZNJmJkUaujKhxG3+hzuRHDlM/gGTtsstPWHgY//P4fh/H7EqFS2/WksLa+srq1nNszNre2d3ezefl2GsSBQIyELRdPHEhjlUFNUMWhGAnDgM2j4g+tJ3hiCkDTkVTWKwA1wj9MuJVhpy8semWa+6pUu79s3wBT2SnmzkE/5Ie9lc3bRnspaBCeFHEpV8bLf7U5I4gC4IgxL2XLsSLkJFooSBmOzMBeHgg6BuAljnMix2Y4lRJgMcA9aGjkOQLrJ9MqxVdBOx+qGQj+urKn7eyPBgZSjwNeTAVZ9OZ9NzP+yVqy6F25CeRQr4GT2UTdmlgqtSWVWhwogio00YCKoPsUifSwwUbpYU3fkzDeyCPVS0Tkrnt6VcuWrtK0MOkTH6AQ56ByV0S2qoBoi6BE9oxf0ajwZb8a78TEbXTLSnQP0R8bXD/7QoyE=</latexit>

T2 = S�2

<latexit sha1_base64="ZePNu63l0AqMbElqrTKADxkQXlE=">AAACJXicbZDNSsNAFIUn/tb4V3UpQrApuCqJ4s9GKOrCZUXbCm0Ik+lNO3QyCTOTQg1d+TDiVp/DnQiufAbfwGnNQqsHBj7OuZfhniBhVCrHeTdmZufmFxYLS+byyuraenFjsyHjVBCok5jF4jbAEhjlUFdUMbhNBOAoYNAM+ufjvDkAIWnMb9QwAS/CXU5DSrDSll/cMU37xj84vW5fAFPYP7DNsp3zne0XS07Fmcj6C24OJZSr5hc/252YpBFwRRiWsuU6ifIyLBQlDEZmeSqOBR0A8TLGOJEjs51KSDDp4y60NHIcgfSyyZUjq6ydjhXGQj+urIn7cyPDkZTDKNCTEVY9OZ2Nzf+yVqrCEy+jPEkVcPL9UZgyS8XWuDKrQwUQxYYaMBFUn2KRHhaYKF2sqTtypxv5C439intUObzaL1XP8rYKaBvtoj3komNURZeohuqIoHv0iJ7Qs/FgvBivxtv36IyR72yhXzI+vgACSaMj</latexit>

T3 = S�3

<latexit sha1_base64="IFr2GoDrH1TqKMtBBZEWZoe2fjk=">AAACLHicbZDNSsNAFIUn/hv/qi7dBJuCq5JY/NkIoi5cKloV2hAm09t26GQSZm6EGvoCPoy41edwI+LWvW/gtGah1QMDH+fcy3BPlAqu0fNerYnJqemZ2bl5e2FxaXmltLp2pZNMMaizRCTqJqIaBJdQR44CblIFNI4EXEe942F+fQtK80ReYj+FIKYdyducUTRWWHJtF0Pfte2KexnWDi6aJyCQhjXXGAXfuWGp7FW9kZy/4BdQJoXOwtJns5WwLAaJTFCtG76XYpBThZwJGNiVsThR/BZYkAshmR7YzUxDSlmPdqBhUNIYdJCPjh04FeO0nHaizJPojNyfGzmNte7HkZmMKXb1eDY0/8saGbb3g5zLNEOQ7PujdiYcTJxhc06LK2Ao+gYoU9yc4rAuVZSh6dc2HfnjjfyFq+2qv1vdOd8uHx4Vbc2RDbJJtohP9sghOSVnpE4YuSeP5Ik8Ww/Wi/VmvX+PTljFzjr5JevjC6ODpOQ=</latexit>

t1
<latexit sha1_base64="Lvut4YzmC/j6YFGuAPO7nenxdaE=">AAACLHicbZDNSsNAFIUn/tb4V3XpJtgUXJWk4s9GKOrCpaJVoQ1hMr3VoZNJmLkRaugL+DDiVp/DjYhb976B05qFVg8MfJxzL8M9USq4Rs97tSYmp6ZnZktz9vzC4tJyeWX1QieZYtBkiUjUVUQ1CC6hiRwFXKUKaBwJuIx6h8P88haU5ok8x34KQUyvJe9yRtFYYdm1XQzrrm1X3fNwa/+sfQQCabjlGqPgOzcsV7yaN5LzF/wCKqTQSVj+bHcSlsUgkQmqdcv3UgxyqpAzAQO7OhYnit8CC3IhJNMDu51pSCnr0WtoGZQ0Bh3ko2MHTtU4HaebKPMkOiP350ZOY637cWQmY4o3ejwbmv9lrQy7e0HOZZohSPb9UTcTDibOsDmnwxUwFH0DlCluTnHYDVWUoenXNh354438hYt6zd+pbZ/WK42Doq0SWScbZJP4ZJc0yDE5IU3CyD15JE/k2XqwXqw36/17dMIqdtbIL1kfX6VFpOU=</latexit>

t2
<latexit sha1_base64="VQQ3te3bBfMq6KrX2OW39rCtgMI=">AAACLHicbZDNSsNAFIUn/hv/qi7dBJuCq5JY/NkIoi5cKloV2hAm09t26GQSZm6EGvoCPoy41edwI+LWvW/gtGah1QMDH+fcy3BPlAqu0fNerYnJqemZ2bl5e2FxaXmltLp2pZNMMaizRCTqJqIaBJdQR44CblIFNI4EXEe942F+fQtK80ReYj+FIKYdyducUTRWWHJtF8Oaa9sV9zKsHVw0T0AgHToVt+A7NyyVvao3kvMX/ALKpNBZWPpsthKWxSCRCap1w/dSDHKqkDMBA7syFieK3wILciEk0wO7mWlIKevRDjQMShqDDvLRsQOnYpyW006UeRKdkftzI6ex1v04MpMxxa4ez4bmf1kjw/Z+kHOZZgiSfX/UzoSDiTNszmlxBQxF3wBliptTHNalijI0/dqmI3+8kb9wtV31d6s759vlw6OirTmyQTbJFvHJHjkkp+SM1Akj9+SRPJFn68F6sd6s9+/RCavYWSe/ZH18AacHpOY=</latexit>

t3

<latexit sha1_base64="eLQyDIPdmr3YT9orQhhK5mn4Kug=">AAACEHicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu8VV26CbYFVyUpeFkWdeGygr1gG8pketIOncyEmUmhhr6EuNXncCdufQMfwzdw2mahrT8MfPz/OQznD2JGlXbdL2tldW19YzO3ZW/v7O7t5w8OG0okkkCdCCZkK8AKGOVQ11QzaMUScBQwaAbD62neHIFUVPB7PY7Bj3Cf05ASrI31UOzcANO4+1js5gtu2Z3JWQYvgwLKVOvmvzs9QZIIuCYMK9X23Fj7KZaaEgYTu7QQC0lHQPyUMU7UxO4kCmJMhrgPbYMcR6D8dHbQxCkZp+eEQprHtTNzf2+kOFJqHAVmMsJ6oBazqflf1k50eOmnlMeJBk7mH4UJc7Rwpu04PSqBaDY2gImk5hSHDLDERJsObdORt9jIMjQqZe+8fHZXKVSvsrZy6BidoFPkoQtURbeohuqIII6e0Qt6tZ6sN+vd+piPrljZzhH6I+vzB3kHnVs=</latexit>

�z<latexit sha1_base64="4fQGRfTR0RSrlNqinp3Ea8FtYC4=">AAACJXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu8VV2KEGwLrkpS8LIRirpwWbE3aEOYTE/boZNJmJkU2tCVDyNu9TncieDKZ/ANnF4Qbf1h4OP/z2E4vx8xKpVtfxhLyyura+upDXNza3tnN723X5VhLAhUSMhCUfexBEY5VBRVDOqRABz4DGp+73qc1/ogJA15WQ0icAPc4bRNCVba8tJHppkte8PL++YNMIW9YdbMZX/YS2fsvD2RtQjODDJoppKX/mq2QhIHwBVhWMqGY0fKTbBQlDAYmbm5OBS0D8RNGONEjsxmLCHCpIc70NDIcQDSTSZXjqycdlpWOxT6cWVN3N8bCQ6kHAS+ngyw6sr5bGz+lzVi1b5wE8qjWAEn04/aMbNUaI0rs1pUAFFsoAETQfUpFuligYnSxZq6I2e+kUWoFvLOWf70rpApXs3aSqFDdIxOkIPOURHdohKqIIIe0BN6Ri/Go/FqvBnv09ElY7ZzgP7I+PwG9K+jsQ==</latexit>

Tz = S�z

<latexit sha1_base64="52NQzl/y59UUpmf3CB/dM3PxIiY=">AAACLHicbZDNSsNAFIUn/hv/qi7dBJuCq5K0+LMRRF24VLQqtCFMprd26GQSZm6EGvoCPoy41edwI+LWvW/gtGah1QMDH+fcy3BPlAqu0fNerYnJqemZ2bl5e2FxaXmltLp2qZNMMWiwRCTqOqIaBJfQQI4CrlMFNI4EXEW9o2F+dQtK80ReYD+FIKY3knc4o2issOTaLoZ3rm1X3Iuwvn/eOgaBNKy7xij4zg1LZa/qjeT8Bb+AMil0GpY+W+2EZTFIZIJq3fS9FIOcKuRMwMCujMWJ4rfAglwIyfTAbmUaUsp69AaaBiWNQQf56NiBUzFO2+kkyjyJzsj9uZHTWOt+HJnJmGJXj2dD87+smWFnL8i5TDMEyb4/6mTCwcQZNue0uQKGom+AMsXNKQ7rUkUZmn5t05E/3shfuKxV/Z3q9lmtfHBYtDVHNsgm2SI+2SUH5ISckgZh5J48kifybD1YL9ab9f49OmEVO+vkl6yPLyPkpS0=</latexit>

tz

<latexit sha1_base64="IFr2GoDrH1TqKMtBBZEWZoe2fjk=">AAACLHicbZDNSsNAFIUn/hv/qi7dBJuCq5JY/NkIoi5cKloV2hAm09t26GQSZm6EGvoCPoy41edwI+LWvW/gtGah1QMDH+fcy3BPlAqu0fNerYnJqemZ2bl5e2FxaXmltLp2pZNMMaizRCTqJqIaBJdQR44CblIFNI4EXEe942F+fQtK80ReYj+FIKYdyducUTRWWHJtF0Pfte2KexnWDi6aJyCQhjXXGAXfuWGp7FW9kZy/4BdQJoXOwtJns5WwLAaJTFCtG76XYpBThZwJGNiVsThR/BZYkAshmR7YzUxDSlmPdqBhUNIYdJCPjh04FeO0nHaizJPojNyfGzmNte7HkZmMKXb1eDY0/8saGbb3g5zLNEOQ7PujdiYcTJxhc06LK2Ao+gYoU9yc4rAuVZSh6dc2HfnjjfyFq+2qv1vdOd8uHx4Vbc2RDbJJtohP9sghOSVnpE4YuSeP5Ik8Ww/Wi/VmvX+PTljFzjr5JevjC6ODpOQ=</latexit>

t1
<latexit sha1_base64="Lvut4YzmC/j6YFGuAPO7nenxdaE=">AAACLHicbZDNSsNAFIUn/tb4V3XpJtgUXJWk4s9GKOrCpaJVoQ1hMr3VoZNJmLkRaugL+DDiVp/DjYhb976B05qFVg8MfJxzL8M9USq4Rs97tSYmp6ZnZktz9vzC4tJyeWX1QieZYtBkiUjUVUQ1CC6hiRwFXKUKaBwJuIx6h8P88haU5ok8x34KQUyvJe9yRtFYYdm1XQzrrm1X3fNwa/+sfQQCabjlGqPgOzcsV7yaN5LzF/wCKqTQSVj+bHcSlsUgkQmqdcv3UgxyqpAzAQO7OhYnit8CC3IhJNMDu51pSCnr0WtoGZQ0Bh3ko2MHTtU4HaebKPMkOiP350ZOY637cWQmY4o3ejwbmv9lrQy7e0HOZZohSPb9UTcTDibOsDmnwxUwFH0DlCluTnHYDVWUoenXNh354438hYt6zd+pbZ/WK42Doq0SWScbZJP4ZJc0yDE5IU3CyD15JE/k2XqwXqw36/17dMIqdtbIL1kfX6VFpOU=</latexit>

t2
<latexit sha1_base64="VQQ3te3bBfMq6KrX2OW39rCtgMI=">AAACLHicbZDNSsNAFIUn/hv/qi7dBJuCq5JY/NkIoi5cKloV2hAm09t26GQSZm6EGvoCPoy41edwI+LWvW/gtGah1QMDH+fcy3BPlAqu0fNerYnJqemZ2bl5e2FxaXmltLp2pZNMMaizRCTqJqIaBJdQR44CblIFNI4EXEe942F+fQtK80ReYj+FIKYdyducUTRWWHJtF8Oaa9sV9zKsHVw0T0AgHToVt+A7NyyVvao3kvMX/ALKpNBZWPpsthKWxSCRCap1w/dSDHKqkDMBA7syFieK3wILciEk0wO7mWlIKevRDjQMShqDDvLRsQOnYpyW006UeRKdkftzI6ex1v04MpMxxa4ez4bmf1kjw/Z+kHOZZgiSfX/UzoSDiTNszmlxBQxF3wBliptTHNalijI0/dqmI3+8kb9wtV31d6s759vlw6OirTmyQTbJFvHJHjkkp+SM1Akj9+SRPJFn68F6sd6s9+/RCavYWSe/ZH18AacHpOY=</latexit>

t3

<latexit sha1_base64="52NQzl/y59UUpmf3CB/dM3PxIiY=">AAACLHicbZDNSsNAFIUn/hv/qi7dBJuCq5K0+LMRRF24VLQqtCFMprd26GQSZm6EGvoCPoy41edwI+LWvW/gtGah1QMDH+fcy3BPlAqu0fNerYnJqemZ2bl5e2FxaXmltLp2qZNMMWiwRCTqOqIaBJfQQI4CrlMFNI4EXEW9o2F+dQtK80ReYD+FIKY3knc4o2issOTaLoZ3rm1X3Iuwvn/eOgaBNKy7xij4zg1LZa/qjeT8Bb+AMil0GpY+W+2EZTFIZIJq3fS9FIOcKuRMwMCujMWJ4rfAglwIyfTAbmUaUsp69AaaBiWNQQf56NiBUzFO2+kkyjyJzsj9uZHTWOt+HJnJmGJXj2dD87+smWFnL8i5TDMEyb4/6mTCwcQZNue0uQKGom+AMsXNKQ7rUkUZmn5t05E/3shfuKxV/Z3q9lmtfHBYtDVHNsgm2SI+2SUH5ISckgZh5J48kifybD1YL9ab9f49OmEVO+vkl6yPLyPkpS0=</latexit>

tz

<latexit sha1_base64="2N87FzSxzmasWRfIhEouAspq4aw=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="2N87FzSxzmasWRfIhEouAspq4aw=">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</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="f3H7W/V4MiiQ3W0wNP99Grj8/Oc=">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</latexit>

tz�1

<latexit sha1_base64="I1l5TydNOs5qYO1IO50bxB1Gm/A=">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</latexit>

t0

<latexit sha1_base64="I1l5TydNOs5qYO1IO50bxB1Gm/A=">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</latexit>

t0 <latexit sha1_base64="2N87FzSxzmasWRfIhEouAspq4aw=">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</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="/+5cHl6Dr5dD54jy7egAZprXhKA=">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</latexit>

T1 = S�

<latexit sha1_base64="83J/jKwK4OEuexq0aNd0LlFcQqk=">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</latexit>

Tz = S�

.
.
.

<latexit sha1_base64="IFr2GoDrH1TqKMtBBZEWZoe2fjk=">AAACLHicbZDNSsNAFIUn/hv/qi7dBJuCq5JY/NkIoi5cKloV2hAm09t26GQSZm6EGvoCPoy41edwI+LWvW/gtGah1QMDH+fcy3BPlAqu0fNerYnJqemZ2bl5e2FxaXmltLp2pZNMMaizRCTqJqIaBJdQR44CblIFNI4EXEe942F+fQtK80ReYj+FIKYdyducUTRWWHJtF0Pfte2KexnWDi6aJyCQhjXXGAXfuWGp7FW9kZy/4BdQJoXOwtJns5WwLAaJTFCtG76XYpBThZwJGNiVsThR/BZYkAshmR7YzUxDSlmPdqBhUNIYdJCPjh04FeO0nHaizJPojNyfGzmNte7HkZmMKXb1eDY0/8saGbb3g5zLNEOQ7PujdiYcTJxhc06LK2Ao+gYoU9yc4rAuVZSh6dc2HfnjjfyFq+2qv1vdOd8uHx4Vbc2RDbJJtohP9sghOSVnpE4YuSeP5Ik8Ww/Wi/VmvX+PTljFzjr5JevjC6ODpOQ=</latexit>

t1
<latexit sha1_base64="Lvut4YzmC/j6YFGuAPO7nenxdaE=">AAACLHicbZDNSsNAFIUn/tb4V3XpJtgUXJWk4s9GKOrCpaJVoQ1hMr3VoZNJmLkRaugL+DDiVp/DjYhb976B05qFVg8MfJxzL8M9USq4Rs97tSYmp6ZnZktz9vzC4tJyeWX1QieZYtBkiUjUVUQ1CC6hiRwFXKUKaBwJuIx6h8P88haU5ok8x34KQUyvJe9yRtFYYdm1XQzrrm1X3fNwa/+sfQQCabjlGqPgOzcsV7yaN5LzF/wCKqTQSVj+bHcSlsUgkQmqdcv3UgxyqpAzAQO7OhYnit8CC3IhJNMDu51pSCnr0WtoGZQ0Bh3ko2MHTtU4HaebKPMkOiP350ZOY637cWQmY4o3ejwbmv9lrQy7e0HOZZohSPb9UTcTDibOsDmnwxUwFH0DlCluTnHYDVWUoenXNh354438hYt6zd+pbZ/WK42Doq0SWScbZJP4ZJc0yDE5IU3CyD15JE/k2XqwXqw36/17dMIqdtbIL1kfX6VFpOU=</latexit>

t2
<latexit sha1_base64="VQQ3te3bBfMq6KrX2OW39rCtgMI=">AAACLHicbZDNSsNAFIUn/hv/qi7dBJuCq5JY/NkIoi5cKloV2hAm09t26GQSZm6EGvoCPoy41edwI+LWvW/gtGah1QMDH+fcy3BPlAqu0fNerYnJqemZ2bl5e2FxaXmltLp2pZNMMaizRCTqJqIaBJdQR44CblIFNI4EXEe942F+fQtK80ReYj+FIKYdyducUTRWWHJtF8Oaa9sV9zKsHVw0T0AgHToVt+A7NyyVvao3kvMX/ALKpNBZWPpsthKWxSCRCap1w/dSDHKqkDMBA7syFieK3wILciEk0wO7mWlIKevRDjQMShqDDvLRsQOnYpyW006UeRKdkftzI6ex1v04MpMxxa4ez4bmf1kjw/Z+kHOZZgiSfX/UzoSDiTNszmlxBQxF3wBliptTHNalijI0/dqmI3+8kb9wtV31d6s759vlw6OirTmyQTbJFvHJHjkkp+SM1Akj9+SRPJFn68F6sd6s9+/RCavYWSe/ZH18AacHpOY=</latexit>

t3

<latexit sha1_base64="52NQzl/y59UUpmf3CB/dM3PxIiY=">AAACLHicbZDNSsNAFIUn/hv/qi7dBJuCq5K0+LMRRF24VLQqtCFMprd26GQSZm6EGvoCPoy41edwI+LWvW/gtGah1QMDH+fcy3BPlAqu0fNerYnJqemZ2bl5e2FxaXmltLp2qZNMMWiwRCTqOqIaBJfQQI4CrlMFNI4EXEW9o2F+dQtK80ReYD+FIKY3knc4o2issOTaLoZ3rm1X3Iuwvn/eOgaBNKy7xij4zg1LZa/qjeT8Bb+AMil0GpY+W+2EZTFIZIJq3fS9FIOcKuRMwMCujMWJ4rfAglwIyfTAbmUaUsp69AaaBiWNQQf56NiBUzFO2+kkyjyJzsj9uZHTWOt+HJnJmGJXj2dD87+smWFnL8i5TDMEyb4/6mTCwcQZNue0uQKGom+AMsXNKQ7rUkUZmn5t05E/3shfuKxV/Z3q9lmtfHBYtDVHNsgm2SI+2SUH5ISckgZh5J48kifybD1YL9ab9f49OmEVO+vkl6yPLyPkpS0=</latexit>

tz

<latexit sha1_base64="f3H7W/V4MiiQ3W0wNP99Grj8/Oc=">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</latexit>

tz�1

<latexit sha1_base64="I1l5TydNOs5qYO1IO50bxB1Gm/A=">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</latexit>

t0

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.
.
 .
 .

.
 .
 .

.
.
.

<latexit sha1_base64="yFv9kdowO37Kyizxyv/CKyOuoUc=">AAACWHicbZHPThsxEMadpS2w/RfokYvVJFIvjXaDClyQaOFQCQ6pmgBSslrNemeJhdde2V6ksMpr9V1a9VruvEGdZJFo6EiWfvN9M7L8OSkENzYIfja8tWfPX6xvbPovX71+87a5tX1uVKkZDpkSSl8mYFBwiUPLrcDLQiPkicCL5Pp47l/coDZcyYGdFhjlcCV5xhlYJ8XNvt/r0sEE6fHHwVmfqox+TiDlFGRKTzlMORjf77QH8e3h9/EJCgvtZb/70Me7bSfUfNuOm62gGyyKPoWwhhapqx8378epYmWO0jIBxozCoLBRBdpyJnDmd1ZspfkNsqgSQjIz88elwQLYNVzhyKGEHE1ULYKZ0Y5TUpop7Y60dKE+3qggN2aaJ24yBzsxq95c/J83Km12EFVcFqVFyZYXZaWgVtF5yjTlGpkVUwfANHdPoWwCGph1f+G7jMLVRJ7Cea8b7nU/feu1jr7UaW2QHfKefCAh2SdH5CvpkyFh5Af5Tf6Qu8Yvj3jr3uZy1GvUO+/IP+Vt/wWsa7Ad</latexit>

2. The C-TLP of Abadi and Kiayias

<latexit sha1_base64="wmRIkoEDJBTJuJ+szv8AQ+C7JZ8=">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</latexit>

1. The Original TLP of Rivest et al.

<latexit sha1_base64="ssocTWaIB/65IdS4GwX/a9sgHeI=">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</latexit>

ti <latexit sha1_base64="dEsQp+VML9QZmE6oMOD0oMHg3ys=">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</latexit>

: Computation allocated to specifically solve the i-th puzzle

<latexit sha1_base64="zXCGhXv7TGUBqU07lJ8Yu05QPCk=">AAACGnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu91bp0E2wLrkpS8LIs6sJlBXuBNoTJ9KQdOpkJM5NiCXkTcavP4U7cuvExfAOnl4W2/jDw8f/nMJw/iBlV2nG+rLX1jc2t7dxOfndv/+CwcFRsKZFIAk0imJCdACtglENTU82gE0vAUcCgHYxupnl7DFJRwR/0JAYvwgNOQ0qwNpZfKJZ7AZZp7xaYxpmfulnZL5ScqjOTvQruAkpooYZf+O71BUki4JowrFTXdWLtpVhqShhk+cpSLCQdA/FSxjhRWb6XKIgxGeEBdA1yHIHy0tlpmV0xTt8OhTSPa3vm/t5IcaTUJArMZIT1UC1nU/O/rJvo8MpLKY8TDZzMPwoTZmthT3uy+1QC0WxiABNJzSk2GWKJiTZt5k1H7nIjq9CqVd2L6vl9rVS/XrSVQyfoFJ0hF12iOrpDDdREBD2iZ/SCXq0n6816tz7mo2vWYucY/ZH1+QOMHKEU</latexit>

�̄1

<latexit sha1_base64="jNj2mMC9AxhUyo9/uxlOnPZlzHs=">AAACGnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9xbp0E2wLrkpS8LIs6sJlBXuBJoTJ9KQdOpmEmUmxhLyJuNXncCdu3fgYvoHTy0Jbfxj4+P9zGM4fJIxKZdtfxtr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BoHpXaMk4FgRaJWSy6AZbAKIeWoopBNxGAo4BBJxjdTPPOGISkMX9QkwS8CA84DSnBSlu+Waq4ARaZewtM4dzP6nnFN8t2zZ7JWgVnAWW0UNM3v91+TNIIuCIMS9lz7ER5GRaKEgZ5sboUx4KOgXgZY5zIvOimEhJMRngAPY0cRyC9bHZablW107fCWOjHlTVzf29kOJJyEgV6MsJqKJezqflf1ktVeOVllCepAk7mH4Ups1RsTXuy+lQAUWyiARNB9SkWGWKBidJtFnVHznIjq9Cu15yL2vl9vdy4XrRVQCfoFJ0hB12iBrpDTdRCBD2iZ/SCXo0n4814Nz7mo2vGYucY/ZHx+QONwaEV</latexit>

�̄2

<latexit sha1_base64="dS44BCmb/8kbJ9jM8viQhWX0874=">AAACGnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdalm2BbcFWSipdlURcuK9gLNKFMpqft0MkkzEyKJeRNxK0+hztx68bH8A2ctllo6w8DH/9/DsP5/YhRqWz7y8itrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sH5mGxJcNYEGiSkIWi42MJjHJoKqoYdCIBOPAZtP3xzSxvT0BIGvIHNY3AC/CQ0wElWGmrZxbLro9F4t4CUzjtJWdpuWeW7Ko9l7UKTgYllKnRM7/dfkjiALgiDEvZdexIeQkWihIGaaGyFIeCToB4CWOcyLTgxhIiTMZ4CF2NHAcgvWR+WmpVtNO3BqHQjytr7v7eSHAg5TTw9WSA1UguZzPzv6wbq8GVl1AexQo4WXw0iJmlQmvWk9WnAohiUw2YCKpPscgIC0yUbrOgO3KWG1mFVq3qXFTP72ul+nXWVh4doxN0ihx0ieroDjVQExH0iJ7RC3o1now34934WIzmjGznCP2R8fkDj2ahFg==</latexit>

�̄3

<latexit sha1_base64="JRuWf4qHyknIRPaU74/QllMLDXM=">AAACGnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdalm2BbcFWSgpdlURcuK9gLNKFMpqft0MkkzEyKNeRNxK0+hztx68bH8A2ctllo6w8DH/9/DsP5/YhRqWz7y8itrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sH5mGxJcNYEGiSkIWi42MJjHJoKqoYdCIBOPAZtP3x9SxvT0BIGvJ7NY3AC/CQ0wElWGmrZxbLro9F4t4AUzjtJY9puWeW7Ko9l7UKTgYllKnRM7/dfkjiALgiDEvZdexIeQkWihIGaaGyFIeCToB4CWOcyLTgxhIiTMZ4CF2NHAcgvWR+WmpVtNO3BqHQjytr7v7eSHAg5TTw9WSA1UguZzPzv6wbq8Gll1AexQo4WXw0iJmlQmvWk9WnAohiUw2YCKpPscgIC0yUbrOgO3KWG1mFVq3qnFfP7mql+lXWVh4doxN0ihx0geroFjVQExH0gJ7RC3o1now34934WIzmjGznCP2R8fkDBDihXQ==</latexit>

�̄z

<latexit sha1_base64="cgk/ewnYI2LFp37gXtnFmIT/GKQ=">AAACJXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu8VV2KEGwLrkpS8LIRirpwWbE3aEOYTE/boZNJmJkUaujKhxG3+hzuRHDlM/gGTtsstPWHgY//P4fh/H7EqFS2/WksLa+srq1nNszNre2d3ezefl2GsSBQIyELRdPHEhjlUFNUMWhGAnDgM2j4g+tJ3hiCkDTkVTWKwA1wj9MuJVhpy8semWa+6jmX9+0bYAp7Tt4s5FN+yHvZnF20p7IWwUkhh1JVvOx3uxOSOACuCMNSthw7Um6ChaKEwdgszMWhoEMgbsIYJ3JstmMJESYD3IOWRo4DkG4yvXJsFbTTsbqh0I8ra+r+3khwIOUo8PVkgFVfzmcT87+sFavuhZtQHsUKOJl91I2ZpUJrUpnVoQKIYiMNmAiqT7FIHwtMlC7W1B05840sQr1UdM6Kp3elXPkqbSuDDtExOkEOOkdldIsqqIYIekTP6AW9Gk/Gm/FufMxGl4x05wD9kfH1A/tmox8=</latexit>

T1 = S�1

<latexit sha1_base64="LU4NJMbTlH8PnZpUbCo4NGT2U9I=">AAACJXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu8VV2KEGwLrkpS8LIRirpwWbE3aEOYTE/boZNJmJkUaujKhxG3+hzuRHDlM/gGTtsstPWHgY//P4fh/H7EqFS2/WksLa+srq1nNszNre2d3ezefl2GsSBQIyELRdPHEhjlUFNUMWhGAnDgM2j4g+tJ3hiCkDTkVTWKwA1wj9MuJVhpy8semWa+6pUu79s3wBT2SnmzkE/5Ie9lc3bRnspaBCeFHEpV8bLf7U5I4gC4IgxL2XLsSLkJFooSBmOzMBeHgg6BuAljnMix2Y4lRJgMcA9aGjkOQLrJ9MqxVdBOx+qGQj+urKn7eyPBgZSjwNeTAVZ9OZ9NzP+yVqy6F25CeRQr4GT2UTdmlgqtSWVWhwogio00YCKoPsUifSwwUbpYU3fkzDeyCPVS0Tkrnt6VcuWrtK0MOkTH6AQ56ByV0S2qoBoi6BE9oxf0ajwZb8a78TEbXTLSnQP0R8bXD/7QoyE=</latexit>

T2 = S�2

<latexit sha1_base64="ZePNu63l0AqMbElqrTKADxkQXlE=">AAACJXicbZDNSsNAFIUn/tb4V3UpQrApuCqJ4s9GKOrCZUXbCm0Ik+lNO3QyCTOTQg1d+TDiVp/DnQiufAbfwGnNQqsHBj7OuZfhniBhVCrHeTdmZufmFxYLS+byyuraenFjsyHjVBCok5jF4jbAEhjlUFdUMbhNBOAoYNAM+ufjvDkAIWnMb9QwAS/CXU5DSrDSll/cMU37xj84vW5fAFPYP7DNsp3zne0XS07Fmcj6C24OJZSr5hc/252YpBFwRRiWsuU6ifIyLBQlDEZmeSqOBR0A8TLGOJEjs51KSDDp4y60NHIcgfSyyZUjq6ydjhXGQj+urIn7cyPDkZTDKNCTEVY9OZ2Nzf+yVqrCEy+jPEkVcPL9UZgyS8XWuDKrQwUQxYYaMBFUn2KRHhaYKF2sqTtypxv5C439intUObzaL1XP8rYKaBvtoj3komNURZeohuqIoHv0iJ7Qs/FgvBivxtv36IyR72yhXzI+vgACSaMj</latexit>

T3 = S�3

<latexit sha1_base64="4fQGRfTR0RSrlNqinp3Ea8FtYC4=">AAACJXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu8VV2KEGwLrkpS8LIRirpwWbE3aEOYTE/boZNJmJkU2tCVDyNu9TncieDKZ/ANnF4Qbf1h4OP/z2E4vx8xKpVtfxhLyyura+upDXNza3tnN723X5VhLAhUSMhCUfexBEY5VBRVDOqRABz4DGp+73qc1/ogJA15WQ0icAPc4bRNCVba8tJHppkte8PL++YNMIW9YdbMZX/YS2fsvD2RtQjODDJoppKX/mq2QhIHwBVhWMqGY0fKTbBQlDAYmbm5OBS0D8RNGONEjsxmLCHCpIc70NDIcQDSTSZXjqycdlpWOxT6cWVN3N8bCQ6kHAS+ngyw6sr5bGz+lzVi1b5wE8qjWAEn04/aMbNUaI0rs1pUAFFsoAETQfUpFuligYnSxZq6I2e+kUWoFvLOWf70rpApXs3aSqFDdIxOkIPOURHdohKqIIIe0BN6Ri/Go/FqvBnv09ElY7ZzgP7I+PwG9K+jsQ==</latexit>

Tz = S�z

<latexit sha1_base64="2N87FzSxzmasWRfIhEouAspq4aw=">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</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="LXJfkoasXuesq232slreTQBQKuo=">AAACEHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjrerSzWBbcFWSgpdlURcuK9gLtqFMpift0MkkzEwKJfQlxK0+hztx6xv4GL6B0zYLbf1h4OP/z2E4vx9zprTjfFm5tfWNza38tr2zu7d/UDg8aqookRQaNOKRbPtEAWcCGpppDu1YAgl9Di1/dDPLW2OQikXiQU9i8EIyECxglGhjPZa6t8A16VVLvULRqThz4VVwMyiiTPVe4bvbj2gSgtCUE6U6rhNrLyVSM8phapeX4kiyMVAv5VxQNbW7iYKY0BEZQMegICEoL50fNMVl4/RxEEnzhMZz9/dGSkKlJqFvJkOih2o5m5n/ZZ1EB1deykScaBB08VGQcKwjPGsH95kEqvnEAKGSmVMwHRJJqDYd2qYjd7mRVWhWK+5F5fy+WqxdZ23l0Qk6RWfIRZeohu5QHTUQRQI9oxf0aj1Zb9a79bEYzVnZzjH6I+vzBwLnnRM=</latexit>

�2

<latexit sha1_base64="BN3chPuLGRPAJ5FcjfHzuHZbr1M=">AAACEHicbZDNTgIxFIU7+IfjH+rSzUQgcUVmMP4sibpwiYmAESakU+5AQ6edtB0SMuEljFt9DnfGrW/gY/gGFpiFgidp8uWce9PcE8SMKu26X1ZuZXVtfSO/aW9t7+zuFfYPmkokkkCDCCbkQ4AVMMqhoalm8BBLwFHAoBUMr6d5awRSUcHv9TgGP8J9TkNKsDbWY6lzA0zj7mmpWyi6FXcmZxm8DIooU71b+O70BEki4JowrFTbc2Ptp1hqShhM7PJCLCQdAfFTxjhRE7uTKIgxGeI+tA1yHIHy09lBE6dsnJ4TCmke187M/b2R4kipcRSYyQjrgVrMpuZ/WTvR4aWfUh4nGjiZfxQmzNHCmbbj9KgEotnYACaSmlMcMsASE206tE1H3mIjy9CsVrzzytldtVi7ytrKoyN0jE6Qhy5QDd2iOmoggjh6Ri/o1Xqy3qx362M+mrOynUP0R9bnDwSLnRQ=</latexit>

�3

<latexit sha1_base64="eLQyDIPdmr3YT9orQhhK5mn4Kug=">AAACEHicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu8VV26CbYFVyUpeFkWdeGygr1gG8pketIOncyEmUmhhr6EuNXncCdufQMfwzdw2mahrT8MfPz/OQznD2JGlXbdL2tldW19YzO3ZW/v7O7t5w8OG0okkkCdCCZkK8AKGOVQ11QzaMUScBQwaAbD62neHIFUVPB7PY7Bj3Cf05ASrI31UOzcANO4+1js5gtu2Z3JWQYvgwLKVOvmvzs9QZIIuCYMK9X23Fj7KZaaEgYTu7QQC0lHQPyUMU7UxO4kCmJMhrgPbYMcR6D8dHbQxCkZp+eEQprHtTNzf2+kOFJqHAVmMsJ6oBazqflf1k50eOmnlMeJBk7mH4UJc7Rwpu04PSqBaDY2gImk5hSHDLDERJsObdORt9jIMjQqZe+8fHZXKVSvsrZy6BidoFPkoQtURbeohuqIII6e0Qt6tZ6sN+vd+piPrljZzhH6I+vzB3kHnVs=</latexit>

�z

<latexit sha1_base64="p5PohvFCbRn/lo85DNxSyuyjulI=">AAACEHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjrerSTbAtuCpJwcuyqAuXFewF21Am05N26GQmzEwKJfQlxK0+hztx6xv4GL6B0zYLbf1h4OP/z2E4fxAzqrTrflm5tfWNza38tr2zu7d/UDg8aiqRSAINIpiQ7QArYJRDQ1PNoB1LwFHAoBWMbmZ5awxSUcEf9CQGP8IDTkNKsDbWY6l7C0zjnlfqFYpuxZ3LWQUvgyLKVO8Vvrt9QZIIuCYMK9Xx3Fj7KZaaEgZTu7wUC0nHQPyUMU7U1O4mCmJMRngAHYMcR6D8dH7Q1Ckbp++EQprHtTN3f2+kOFJqEgVmMsJ6qJazmflf1kl0eOWnlMeJBk4WH4UJc7RwZu04fSqBaDYxgImk5hSHDLHERJsObdORt9zIKjSrFe+icn5fLdaus7by6ASdojPkoUtUQ3eojhqIII6e0Qt6tZ6sN+vd+liM5qxs5xj9kfX5AwFDnRI=</latexit>

�1

<latexit sha1_base64="2QrSgrKg1vBLYGRLzbpSjdRRs8c=">AAACIHicbZDLSgMxGIUzXmu9Vd0IboKl4MZhpuJlWayiC8EKvUE7lEwm04ZmMkOSKZShPoy41edwJy71LXwD03YW2nog8HHO/xP+40aMSmVZn8bC4tLyympmLbu+sbm1ndvZrcswFpjUcMhC0XSRJIxyUlNUMdKMBEGBy0jD7ZfHeWNAhKQhr6phRJwAdTn1KUZKW53c/okJ72MBb8rH1bsKRNyD11dj7OTylmlNBOfBTiEPUun577YX4jggXGGGpGzZVqScBAlFMSOjbGEmDgUdEOwkjHEsR9l2LEmEcB91SUsjRwGRTjI5cAQL2vGgHwr9uIIT9/dGggIph4GrJwOkenI2G5v/Za1Y+RdOQnkUK8Lx9CM/ZlCFcNwW9KggWLGhBoQF1adA3EMCYaU7zeqO7NlG5qFeNO0z8/ShmC9dpm1lwAE4BEfABuegBG5BBdQABo/gGbyAV+PJeDPejY/p6IKR7uyBPzK+fgBwi6FI</latexit>

3. Our GC-TLP and ED-TLP

Fig. 1. Comparing time-lock puzzle schemes from supporting multi-puzzle and varied-size time
intervals perspectives.

9.2 Asymptotic Cost Analysis

Computation Cost. Below, we analyse the computation complexity of each of the
above four schemes

– RSA-based Time-Lock Puzzle (TLP) of Rivest et al. [27]. Client C in the setup phase
performs modular exponentiation (over mod ϕ(N)) for each puzzle. Thus, for z
puzzles it performs O(z) modular exponentiation in this phase. C in the puzzle
generation phase, for each puzzle, invokes an instance of symmetric-key encryp-
tion, performs a single modular exponentiation, and a modular addition. Thus, for
z puzzles, C invokes each of the above three operations (i.e., symmetric-key en-
cryption, exponentiation, and addition) O(z) times. Server S in the puzzle-solving
phase, to solve i-th puzzle (a) performs Ti = S∆i number of squaring modulo N ,
(b) performs a single modular subtraction, and (c) single symmetric-key decryption.

Thus, for z puzzles, S performs O(S
z∑

i=1

∆i) modular squaring/exponentiation, and

O(z) modular subtraction and symmetric-key decryption.
– Chained Time-Lock Puzzle (C-TLP) in [1]. C in the setup, performs single expo-

nentiation (over mod ϕ(N)) to generate parameters for z puzzles. In the puzzle
generation phase, C invokes O(z) instances of symmetric-key encryption, performs
O(z) modular exponentiation over ZN and carries out O(z) modular addition. In
the same phase, C invokes O(z) instances of the hash function. Thus, the total com-
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putation complexity of C in the puzzle generation phase is O(z). For S to solve z
puzzles, it performs O(zS∆) modular squaring over ZN , carries out O(z) modu-
lar addition, and invokes O(z) instances of symmetric-key decryption. Therefore,
the total computation complexity of S is O(zS∆). The verification cost mainly
involves invoking O(z) instances of the hash function.

– Our GC-TLP. C in the setup phase (Phase 1), performs z exponentiation (over
modϕ(N)) to generate the parameters (i.e., a1, ..., az) for z puzzles. In the gen-
erate puzzle phase (Phase 2), C invokes O(z) instances of symmetric-key encryp-
tion, performs O(z) modular exponentiation over ZN and conducts O(z) modular
addition. In this phase, C invokes O(z) instances of the hash function. So, its total
computation complexity in the puzzle generation phase is O(z). For S to solve z

puzzles (in Phase 3), it performs O(S
z∑

i=1

∆̄i) modular squaring over ZN , carries

out O(z) modular addition, and invokes O(z) instances of symmetric-key decryp-
tion, where ∆̄i < ∆i when i > 1. Hence, S’s total computation complexity is

O(S
z∑

i=1

∆̄i). The prove phase (Phase 4) imposes a negligible cost to S. The verify

phase (Phase 5) cost involves invoking O(z) instances of the hash function.
– Our ED-TLP. C’s cost in the setup phase (Phase 1) is negligible, as it involves gen-

erating a single secret key. C in the client-side delegation phase (Phase 2) invokes
O(z) instances of symmetric-key encryption. T PH in the helper-side setup phase
(Phase 4), performs z exponentiation (over mod ϕ(N)) to generate the parameters
for z puzzles. T PH in the helper-side puzzle generation phase (Phase 5), invokes
O(z) instances of symmetric-key encryption, performs O(z) modular exponenti-
ation over ZN and carries out O(z) modular addition. In this phase, T PH also
invokes O(z) instances of the hash function. S’s computation cost in the delegation
phase (Phase 3) mainly involves O(z) additions. Its cost in the retrieve phase (Phase
11) mainly involves O(z) invocations of the decryption algorithm of symmetric key
encryption.

The cost of T PH′ in the solve puzzle phase (Phase 6) includes O(S
z∑

i=1

∆̄i) mod-

ular exponentiation, O(z) modular addition, and O(z) symmetric key decryption.
Its cost in the prove and register phases (Phases 7 and 8) is negligible. The cost of
SC in the verify phase (Phase 9) involves O(z) addition and O(z) invocations of
the hash function. Its cost in the pay phase (Phase 10) is negligible.

Hence, (a) ED-TLP has the lowest client-side setup cost, (b) ED-TLP has the lowest
server-side cost, (c) TLP, C-TLP, our GC-TLP, and ED-TLP have the same computation
complexity in the puzzle-solving phase (but the last three schemes impose much lower
costs than TLP, in the multi-client setting), and (d) C-TLP, our GC-TLP, and ED-TLP
have the same verification cost.

Communication Cost.

– TLP of Rivest et al. [27]. The total communication cost of the TLP is O(z), as C
for each puzzle sends to S two values, (i) an element of ZN (whose size is about
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2048 bits) and (ii) ciphertext of symmetric-key encryption (whose size is about 256
bits).

– C-TLP in [1] and our GC-TLP. In the C-TLP and GC-TLP, for each puzzle, C
sends to S a commitment (whose size is about 256 bits), an element of ZN and
ciphertext of symmetric-key encryption. In the proving phase, S sends an opening
of a commitment (with the total size of 256 + |m|, where |m| is the plaintext so-
lution’s size). Thus, the total communication cost for z puzzles in the C-TLP and
GC-TLP is O(z).

– Our ED-TLP. In the ED-TLP, C in the client-side delegation phase (Phase 2) for
each puzzle sends a ciphertext of symmetric-key encryption to T PH. S in the
server-side delegation phase (Phase 3) deploys to the blockchain a smart contract
SC. It also sends to SC: (1) z values T1, ..., Tz, where each value is a few bits long,
and (2) a single address adrSC to T PH′. T PH in the helper-side puzzle generation
phase (Phase 5) sends to T PH′ a vector p of z puzzles, where each puzzle is a pair
containing an element of ZN and a ciphertext of symmetric-key encryption. In the
same phase, it sends to SC a vector g of z commitments. T PH′ in the register
puzzle phase (Phase 8) sends to SC a vector of pairs where each pair contains a
ciphertext of symmetric-key encryption and a random value (of size 256-bit). Thus,
ED-TLP’s total communication cost in the z-puzzle setting is O(z).

Hence, in the z-puzzle setting, all four schemes’ overall communication complexity is
O(z), while ED-TLP has the lowest (i) client-side and (ii) server-side communication
costs, because in this scheme C and S send messages of much shorter length than they
do in the other three schemes.

9.3 Concrete Run-time Analysis

Setting the Parameters. To conduct a comprehensive evaluation and compare our
protocols against previous work, we implemented not only our ED-TLP and GC-TLP
but also the C-TLP from [1] and the TLP from [27]. Through a series of carefully
designed benchmarks, we performed a concrete analysis of the run-time differences.
For those interested, the Python 3 implementation has been made open-source and is
available at [26]. It utilises the high-performance multiple precision integer library
GMP [18] via the gmpy2 [19] Python module.

The implementation strictly adheres to the protocol descriptions for TLP, C-TLP,
and GC-TLP. However, for ED-TLP, there are slight deviations since it does not directly
interact with a blockchain-based smart contract. Instead, it interfaces with a minimal
mock of the necessary functions found in a smart contract. In cases where protocols
required a commitment scheme, we employed a SHA512 hash-based commitment with
128-bit witness/random values.

We performed the run-time evaluation on consumer hardware, a MacBook Pro 2021
equipped with an Apple M1 Pro CPU. To determine the number of repeated squar-
ing operations that the CPU can perform per second (i.e., the concrete value of S in
T = S∆) benchmarking was performed using two methods: timing the duration to exe-
cute a fixed number of operations and counting the operations performed within a fixed
period. Both methods have been included in the open-source implementation and pro-
duced similar performance evaluations. The benchmarking results exhibit that the CPU
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is capable of up to 2,260,000 repeated squaring operations per second in a 1024-bit
RSA group and up to 845,000 operations per second in a 2048-bit group. These results
align with the findings of previous work in [29].

Table 4. Concrete run time comparison. The benchmarks were run using 2048-bit moduli and
the intervals are set to 1 second, except in TLP where puzzles are generated using cumulative
durations to ensure puzzles cannot be solved earlier than equivalent multi-instance puzzles, even
if solved out of order.

Algorithms Run Time

Setup Delegate GenPuzzle SolveScheme
Number of
instances

C T PH C S C T PH S T PH′ Verify Retrieve Total time

10 < 0.001 0.045 < 0.001 < 0.001 − 0.017 − 10.008 < 0.001 < 0.001 10.071

100 < 0.001 0.049 0.002 < 0.001 − 0.174 − 101.248 < 0.001 0.002 101.476

1000 < 0.001 0.076 0.020 < 0.001 − 1.743 − 1030.211 0.004 0.021 1032.117

O
ur

E
D

-T
L

P

10000 < 0.001 0.358 0.202 0.001 − 17.650 − 10312.387 0.042 0.203 10331.043

10 0.046 0.018 10.180 < 0.001 10.243

100 0.049 0.181 101.211 < 0.001 101.441

1000 0.076 1.777 1016.077 0.004 1017.936

O
ur

G
C

-T
L

P

10000 0.353 17.851 10304.015 0.039 10322.280

10 0.046 0.019 10.086 < 0.001 10.151

100 0.046 0.176 102.197 < 0.001 102.420

1000 0.057 1.741 1015.815 0.004 1017.616

C
-T

L
P

in
[1

]

10000 0.156 17.475 10316.014 0.039 10334.022

10 0.215 0.019 55.162 55.396

100 3.315 0.181 5055.681 5059.177

1000 33.799 1.792 N/A N/A

T
L

P
in

[2
7]

10000 326.502 17.948 N/A N/A

Run-time Comparison. As Table 4 demonstrates, ED-TLP always imposes the lowest
costs to C (in total in the Setup, Delegate, and GenPuzzle phases). For instance, when
z = 100, then ED-TLP outperforms:

• GC-TLP by a factor of 76.
• C-TLP by a factor of 74.
• TLP by a factor of 1165.

The above factors grow in ED-TLP’s favour when the number of puzzles increases.
For instance, when z = 1000, then ED-TLP outperforms (i) GC-TLP by a factor of 88,
(ii) C-TLP by a factor of 85, and (iii) TLP by a factor of 1694.

Moreover, ED-TLP always imposes the lowest costs to S in the Solve phase. For
example, when z = 100, then ED-TLP outperforms:

• GC-TLP by a factor of 101.
• C-TLP by a factor of 102.
• TLP by a factor of 5055.

The length of the time intervals does not appear to meaningfully affect the time
required for the setup and puzzle generation algorithms. To better inform the discussion
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on communication cost, we measure the size of the setup output of C-TLP and GC-
TLP. Table 5 shows the breakdown and differences between the two protocols. It shows
that both protocols have a linear increase in the size of random generators r, and witness
values d, as one of each is required per puzzle. Additionally, GC-TLP introduces a linear
increase in the size of the number of squaring operations T and secret exponents a as
it requires a value per puzzle instance. The size of the RSA modulus used also impacts
the size of the outputs. The size of the setup using a 2048-bit modulus is approximately
50% larger than when using a 1024-bit modulus. The length of the time intervals does
not affect the size of the output, as computations happen in a finite group.

Table 5. Size in memory of setup output of C-TLP and GC-TLP. The table shows the size in
bytes of each component, totals, and the differences between the C-TLP and GC-TLP protocols
across 1, 100, and 10000 puzzle instances of 10 seconds each, with an RSA key size of 2048 bits.

Instances 1 100 10000

C-TLP GC-TLP Diff. C-TLP GC-TLP Diff. C-TLP GC-TLP Diff.

Auxiliary
information 175 175 0 175 175 0 175 175 0

Modulus N 296 296 0 296 296 0 296 296 0
Squaring
operations T 56 136 80 56 28 784 28 488 56 588 240 587 944
Public key 823 903 80 1063 29 551 28 488 3 601 523 9 213 499 5 611 976
Random
generators r 377 377 0 29 820 29 820 0 2 975 176 2 975 176 0
Secret
exponent a 296 384 88 296 30 520 30 224 296 3 045 176 3 044 880
Witnesses d 137 137 0 5820 5820 0 5 700 984 5 700 984 0
Secret key 810 898 88 35 936 66 160 30 224 3 550 648 6 595 528 3 044 880

Total 1633 1801 168 36 999 95 711 58 712 3 551 711 7 184 535 3 632 824
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A Symmetric-key Encryption Scheme

A symmetric-key encryption scheme consists of three algorithms (SKE.keyGen, Enc, Dec),
defined as follows. (1) SKE.keyGen(1λ) → k is a probabilistic algorithm that outputs
a symmetric key k. (2) Enc(k,m) → c takes as input k and a message m in some
message space and outputs a ciphertext c. (3) Dec(k, c) → m takes as input k and a
ciphertext c and outputs a message m.

The correctness requirement is that for all messages m in the message space, it
holds that

Pr
[
Dec(k, Enc(k,m)) = m : SKE.keyGen(1λ)→ k

]
= 1 .

The symmetric-key encryption scheme satisfies indistinguishability against chosen-
plaintext attacks (IND-CPA), if any PPT adversary A has no more than 1

2 + negl(λ)
probability in winning the following game: the challenger generates a symmetric key
SKE.keyGen(1λ)→ k. The adversaryA is given access to an encryption oracle Enc(k, ·)
and eventually sends to the challenger a pair of messages m0,m1 of equal length. In
turn, the challenger chooses a random bit b and provides A with a ciphertext Enc(k,
mb) → cb. Upon receiving cb, A continues to have access to Enc(k, ·) and wins if its
guess b′ is equal to b.

B Sequential and Iterated Functions

Definition 13 (∆, δ(∆))-Sequential function). For a function: δ(∆), time parameter:
∆ and security parameter: λ = O(log(|X|)), f : X → Y is a (∆, δ(∆))-sequential
function if the following conditions hold:

• There is an algorithm that for all x ∈ Xevaluates f in parallel time ∆, by using
poly(log(∆), λ) processors.
• For all adversaries A which execute in parallel time strictly less than δ(∆) with
poly(∆,λ) processors:

Pr
[
yA = f(x)

∣∣∣yA

$← A(λ, x), x $← X
]
≤ negl(λ)

where δ(∆) = (1− ϵ)∆ and ϵ < 1.
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Definition 14 (Iterated Sequential function). Let β : X → X be a (∆, δ(∆))-
sequential function. A function f : N × X → X defined as f(k, x) = β(k)(x) =

k Times︷ ︸︸ ︷
β ◦ β ◦ ... ◦ β is an iterated sequential function, with round function β, if for all k =
2o(λ) the function h : X → X defined by h(x) = f(k, x) is (k∆, δ(∆))-sequential.

The primary property of an iterated sequential function is that the iteration of the
round function β is the quickest way to evaluate the function. Iterated squaring in a
finite group of unknown order, is widely believed to be a suitable candidate for an
iterated sequential function. Below, we restate its definition.

Assumption 1 (Iterated Squaring) Let N be a strong RSA modulus, r be a generator
of ZN , ∆ be a time parameter, and T = poly(∆,λ). For any A, defined above, there is
a negligible function µ(.) such that:

Pr

A(N, r, y)→ b :
r

$← ZN , b
$← {0, 1}

if b = 0, y
$← ZN

else y = r2T

 ≤ 1

2
+ µ(λ)

C Further Discussion on the Network Delay Parameter

As discussed in [16], liveness states that an honestly generated transaction will eventu-
ally be included more than κ blocks deep in an honest party’s blockchain. It is param-
eterised by wait time: u and depth: κ. They can be fixed by setting κ as the minimum
depth of a block considered as the blockchain’s state (i.e., a part of the blockchain that
remains unchanged with a high probability, e.g., κ ≥ 6) and u the waiting time that the
transaction gets κ blocks deep. As shown in [2], there is a slackness in honest parties’
view of the blockchain. In particular, there is no guarantee that at any given time, all
honest miners have the same view of the blockchain or even the state. But, there is an
upper bound on the slackness, denoted by WindowSize, after which all honest parties
would have the same view on a certain part of the blockchain state. This means when an
honest party (e.g., the solver) propagates its transaction (containing the proof) all honest
parties will see it on their chain after at most: Υ = WindowSize+ u time period.
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